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Executive Summary

Introduction

The Vietnam Rural Energy Project (REP) is to bring electricity to help rural people for developmenit
of the economy. This project follows the program of the Govemment to supply electricity to I 00%1/o of
districts and 80% of communes in the year of 2000

The Rural Energy Project (Phase 11) - Southern Region (hereafter: the Project) is to distribute
electricity to 63 communes of the eight provinces to create proper conditions for socio-economic
development in the remote rural areas.

This EIA Report aiTns at identification, prediction and assessment of the potential impacts of the
project's activities on the natural environment, socio-economic conditions of the project affected
households (PAHs), recommendation of a proper Environmental Management Plan (EMP) and a
process of public consultation and information dissemination. This EIA Report will be used for
Project Approval and environmental management in all phases of project implementation.

Polices, Legal and Administrative Framework

This EIA Report is prepared based on Vietnamese legal framework and guidelines, of which the most
important documents are: Law on Environmental Protection issued by the order of the National
President on 10 January 1994; Government Decree No 175/CP dated 18/10/1994 guiding the
implementation of the Law on Environmental Protection; Ministerial Circular No 490/1998/TT-
BKBCMMT of MOSTE dated 29/4/1998 guiding EIA preparation and appraisal; and the Vietnamese
Standards for the Environment, issued in 1995 and 2001.

This EIA is prepared based also on regarding the WB guidelines and policies: Environmental
Assessment (OP 4.01, BP 4.01, GP 4.01); Natural Habitats (OP 4.04, BP 4.04, GP 4.04); Forestry (OP
4.36, GP 4.36); Cultural Property (OPN 11.03); Indigenous Peoples (OD4.20); Involuntary
Resettlement (OD4.30), Information Disclosure (BPI7.50); Public Participation.

Scope of the Project

The Project includes installation of 2,379 km of distribution lines, of which 1,426 km are medium
voltage (MV) lines and 953 km are low voltage (LV) lines (The voltage levels are 22/0.4kV). Total
the substations are 1,362 - they are pole-mountings substation type.

The project will connect 63 communes in the eight Southern provinces in the Central Highland, the
Northeast Mekong Region and Mekong Delta.

The safety right-of-way (ROW) for the 1 phase, 3 phase MV and LV lines is 4m, 6rh and 2m,
respectively, from which all housing and other building facilities will be removed and all trees which
are higher than 4m have to be cut. The access roads for construction will be built from the main roads
as required; existing paths will be used if possible. The construction camps will be installed for
workers and technicians in the project's communes.

Baseline Data: (the Existing State of the Environment at the Project's Sites)

In this EIA Report the major characteristics of the natural environment and socio-economic conditions
of Lam Dong province (in the Central Highland); Binh Phuoc, Dong Nai provinces (in the Mckong
Northeast Region) and 5 provinces in the Mekong Delta Region (Tra Vinh, Soc Trang, Bac ILeu.
Ca Mau and Kien Gianig) are summarized. The main features of the present socio-economy of 63
conimunes are also given In these communes, 3 conununes are located in the mountainous reinon of
Lamn Dong province; 16 communes are located in the upland area of Binh Phuoc and Done Nal
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provinces. All these communes have rich natural resources (soils, water and forest) but they are still
poor economically due to low development of education, healtlh care, infrastructure facilities and low
agricultural productivity. All 44 communes in the 5 provinces of the Mekong Delta Region have some
constraint in climate (drau ght in the dry season and flood in the rainy season), in soil quality (highl
salinity and/or acidity) and in low development of education and economy. In the 63 communes
belonging to the project there are no natural reserves areas or protected historical, cultural sites.

In the project's communes there are 7 ethnic groups Kinh is the ethnic majonty; and Stieng, K'Ho,
Muong, Dao, Tay, Nung, Kh'mer and Hoa (Chinese) are ethnic minorities. The project
implementation will support tens of thousands of hou'seholds in these remote rural communes to
increase their socio-economic development.

Environmental Impacts

The potential impacts on the natural and socio-economic environment may be divided into 3 phases of
project implementation. Impact scales may be classified as no impact; minor; intermediate and major.

Impacts in thle Pre - Construction Phase

Due to clearance of project Right-of-Way (ROW) and substation sites in the pre-construction phase
the project may create some impacts on the ecological system: the effects of clearing and tree cutting.
control of vegetable in ROW as all trees higher than 4m must be cut down. However, as the ROWs
have a small area and do not go though any natural forests and/or natural reserve areas, the impacts on
the ecological system are assessed as minor.

The ROWs do not occupy any area of cultural, religious and historical sites in all provinces.
Therefore, impacts on these issues are not expected.

The most significant impact in the Pre-Construction Phase relates to relocation and resettlement: total
number of the Project Affected Households (PAHs) is 9,841 of which 295 are ethnic minority; total
area of land in ROW is 7,844,528 M2

; total area of land affected permanently is only 207,835 m2 and
total area of land affected temporarily is 7,636,693 mi2.

The provinces having the largest area of private land affected by the project are Kien Giang (28,681
mi2 ), Bac Lieu (20,073 m2 ), and Ca Mau (15,254 m2). The other provinces have only a small area that
will be affected by the project: Lam Dong (1,516 m2) and Soc Trang (1,458 m2).

Impacts on socio-economy of the PAHs including ethnic minorities PAHs are assessed as
"intermediate" but mitigable by the implementation of a proper Resettlement Action Plan (RAP).

The War residues (toxic chemicals and explosive materials) are not expected in the 5 provinces in the
Mekong Delta. But in Binh Phuoc and Larn Dong explosive materials may be a problem during
preparation of the ROW. The impact is mitigable.

Impacts in the Construction Phase

During construction of the substations and transmission lines some impacts on the environment are
expected:

* Air and noise pollution caused by construction machines

Water pollution and change in landscape caused by construction spoil disposal

* Water, land, air pollution caused by disposal of wastes from worker's camps

* Labour accident caused by insufficient conditions in labour safety.

All the expected impacts, listed above, during the construction phase are assessed as mnnor and may
be well mitigaied by proper management and technical measures
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Impacts in the Operationi Pliase

In this phase, the impacts may.be created by operation and maintenance activities. They are impacts
on biological environment by cutting tree for protection of transmission lines, environmenital and
health impacts fire hazard and by electric shock. These expected impacts are assessed as miinor and
may be controlled by proper management and technical measures.

Alternatives

Analysing various alternatives: diesel, small hydropower plants, wind energy, solar energy and
construction of the electricity network indicated that the last one is the most advantageous, due to:

* The natural network grid was already available;

* Network is more reliable;

* Cost for the alternative is low

In case of "without Project Alternative", the life of the people in the 63 communes will have not good
conditions for improvement.

Environmental Management Plan (EMP)

EMP includes impact mitigation, monitonng, and capacity building.

Mitigation Measures

Mitigation measures to reduce the project impacts are to be carried out in 3 phases: pre-construction,
construction and operation.

During the pre-construction phase, the layout of the lines needs to be concurred and cleared by the
local authority to minimize the adverse impacts, particularly for the resettlement A proper
Resettlement Action Plan (RAP) based on the policies of GOV and WB, will be implemented to
minimize the impacts to PAHs and support PAHs in rehabilitation of their economic activities.
Alternatives for each component have been considered and selected to ensure they have the lowest
impacts on natural ecosystem. The route has been discussed and agreed upon by the local authonties
and relevant organizations. The substation will be equipped with all necessary protection devices No
transformers with PCB will be used in the project. In this phase, investigation and removal of
explosive materials (residual mines) in ROW will be conducted.

During construction phase, mitigation measures include control of soil erosion disposal of spoil
material, air and water pollution; ensure safety regulations in place, health care regulation for workers
in camps and other measures. All measures are to be included in the bidding documents for works.

During the operation phase, mitigation measures include control of ROW maintenance, access road
to sensitive areas, control of fire hazards and ensure safety for workers and local residents

Environmental Monitoring

Natural environment monitoring
Noise monitoring during the construction.period will be done at places where noise pollution will be a
problem. - In case residents near construction sites complain on noise pollution, noise measurement
will be made. - Dust monitoring during the construction period will be made at the places where
construction,activities may create dust pollution. Water pollutIon monitoring is not necessary, expect
when people have complaints. Biological resources (wildlife) monitoring is not necessary.

RAP Monitorine
Two monitoring programs will be conducted in parallel:
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1. Internal monitoring to be implemented by PC2 or its designate; and
2. External monitoring to be implemented by independent monitoring consultants.

RAP monitoring aims at evaluating the implementation of the RAP at every commnune, so that the
negative impacts on PAHs could be minimized

Public Consultation and Information Dissemination

As the project is the second stage of the on-going project, the consultation with the related people has
already been conducted at the provincial and district levels from the beginning of the project in 2000.
For the second stage for the new communes, the public consultation in every commune and the
consultation with the local people in the commune have also been conducted during the period of the
preparation of Feasibility Study in 2002. The local commnune/district authorities have also signed the
drawings. The original EIA was sent to concerned PPC for clearance and to DoSTE for public display
in December 2000.

Public participation for the project was conducted during the period from May 2002 to August 2002.
Public participation was carried out by means of holding talks and sending out investigation forms.

Consultants from EVN have met with representatives of local Government (Commune, district,
Provincial People's Conmmittees), local people association such as Women Union, Farmer association
etc. in the Project area to inform and receive their comments on three main issues:

Inform local people on the policy applied for the Resettlement and Compensation;

Receive comment of local people on the Resettlement Action Plan; and

* Environmental and Socio-economic impact of the project to the local people.

In the construction phase PC2 and PMU will continue proper programs on public Consultation
following the Guidelines of the WB and GOV.

Conclusions

From the EIA study it may be concluded that the RE Project (Phase II) in the Southern Provinces may
create some negative impacts on natural environment and socio-economy. These impacts are clearly
assessed in the Report. The Project investor (PC2) will implement all effective measures
recommended in EMP to mitigate the negative impacts, possible created by the Project.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Report Objectives

The Vietnam Rural Energy Project (REP) (Phase II) - Southern Regions (hereafter "the Project") is to
bring electricity to help people in the remote rural areas in the Southern provinces for development of
the soclo-economy. This project is following the program of the Government to supply electricity to
100% of districts and 80% of communes in the year of 2000.

The Project is to distribute electricity to 63 communes of the eight provinces in the South of Vietnam.
The provinces in the project are located in the Central Highland (i.e. Lam Dong), the Northeast
Mekong Region (Dong Nai and Binh Phuoc) and Mekong River Delta (Tra Vinh, Soc Trang,
Kien Giang, Bac Lieu and Ca Mau).

According to the guideline of the former Ministry of Science, Technology and Environment (MoSTE)
of Vietnam, the projects in substation and transmission line development are classified as the projects
of Class II. For projects of Class II, it is not required to have EIA reports but the "Registration to Meet
the Environment Standards" is needed. However, according to the policies of the World Bank (WB)
this type of projects is classified as the project of the Category B, which needs to have an
Environmental Impact Assessment Report. Therefore, this EIA report is prepared following the WB
guideline, in order to focus on the following objectives:

* 4ssess the current environment status of the regions, where the project components are
located.

* Identfv potential impacts on the environment of the proposed activities of the project during
tlhepre-construction, construction and operation phases.

* Screen and assess the impacts (in this EIA the negative impacts are main focuses for
assessment).

* Analjse alternatives of the project.

Develop an appropriate Environmental Management Plan (EMP). including measures for
mitigation of the negative impacts and monitoring programs during the pre-construction.
const-uction, and operation phases.

* Propose a process for public consultation and information dissemination for the project

1.2 Methodology Applied in this EIA

From the technical aspects and location of the project, it is expected that the impacts of the project on
the environment may not be complicated. Therefore, the method applied in this EIA is mainly based
on judgment, checklist, matrix and network. No environmental model is necessary for quantification
After screening the potential impacts, these impacts were assessed and classified

In thls study, the anticipated negative environmental impacts are classified into four categories
major", intermediate", "minor", and practically "not significant".

* A "major inipact" can destroy an element of the environment or create a strong environmental
modification. Such an impact can strongly affect an environmental component if it is
impossible to adopt adequate mitigation measure.

* An "intermiediate impact" may partially reduce a value or use of an environmental component
and affect a limited portion of the population.

* A "minor impact" may sligltly reduce value or use of an environmental component and
slightly affect a small group of the population.
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Some activities of the project may not have evident negative impacts In such cases, the
assessment will not be detailed but some commentaries will be given. This type of illpact is
identified as "tnot sigoiificatlion"

Based on the impact classification in the Environmental Management Plan different measures will be
recommended to mitigate different types of impacts.

No significant impacts These impacts do not need to have measures for mitigation.

Minor impacts: For this type of impacts, the appropriate measures for mittigation should be
developed.

Major and Intermediate impacts: It is necessary to have more detailed information and
quantification of tmpacts, and measures for mitigation have to be designed more carefully
during project preparation and construction.
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2 Policy, Legal, and Administrative Framework

This EIA is prepared based on the Vietinamese legal documents and guidelines, and also on the
policies and guidelines of the World Bank (VWB).

2.1 Vietnamese Legal Framework and Guidelines

* Feasibility study reports of each project component, approved bi' the Vietnamn General
Electric Company (EVN);

* Agreement by the People's CommzZittees (PPC) of the concerned provinces where transmission
lin2e and substation of the project component are located or traversed. Agreement of the
conimune People Committees oni the layout of the project within the communes;

* Law on Environmental Protection issued by, the order of the National President on 10
Januar) 1994;

* Laws oni Forest Protection anid Development, issued by the National President in 1993,

.0 Government Decree No 175/CP dated October 1994 guiding the Implementation of the Law
on Environmental Protection;

* Government Decree No 54/1999/ND-CP dated July 1999 on Protection of High Voltage
Networks;

* Ministerial Circular No 490/1998/TT-BKHCMMT of the former Ministry of Science,
Technology and Environment (MoSTE) dated 29, April 1998 guiding EIA Preparation arid
Appraisal;

* The Vietnamese Standards for the Environment on water quality, air quality, noise pollution,
issued in 1995 arid 2001;

* Codes on Electrical Equipment Installation - part II - Power Transmission Linle and
Distribution System No. 11 TCN 19 - 84.

2.2 WB Policies and Guidelines

According to the WB classification, this type of projects belongs to Category B. During preparation of
this EIA the following policies and guidelines of WB were considered:

Environmental Assessment (OP 4. 01, BP 4.01, GP 4. 01);

* Natural Habitats (OP 4.04, BP 4.04, GP 4 04);

* Forestrn (OP 4.36, GP 4.36);

* Pest Management (OP 4.09);

* Cultural Property (OPN I .03);

* Indigenous Peoples (OD4.20);

I Inivoluntarv Resettlement (OP4.12); and

* Information Disclosure (BP] 7.50)

2.3 Administrative Framework

In Vietnam, the following agencies are responsible for envirornental management including EIA
review and appraisal.
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2.3.1 At Central Government Level

Before 2003

The Ministry of Science - Technology and Environment (MoSTE) of Vietnamll is thle central
government environmental management agency at central level. MoSTE is responsible in the
guidance for the preparation, review and appraisal of EIA reports for the investment projects
classified as Class 1. MoSTE is also responsible for issuing environmental standards, regulation,
conducting environmental monitoring and inspection

From 2003

The above mentioned mandates have been given to the Ministry of Natural Resources and
Environment (MoNRE), which has been established based on the combination of the. National
Environment Agency of MoSTE, General Department of Land Management, General Department of
Hydrometeorology and General Department of Geology of the Ministry of Industry.

2.3.2 At Provincial Level

Before July or August 2003 the Department of Science - Technology and Environment (DoSTE) is
the agency to have mandate given by the Provincial People's Committee (PPC) to be responsible for
environmeiital management in each province. From 2003, this mandate has been given to the
Department of Natural Resources and Environment (DoNRE).

2.3.3 At Company Level

EVN is responsible for supervising and guiding environmental management and protection m power
sector. For this project, the project owner (investor) is the Power Company N2 (PC2) - one of the
companies of EVN. Therefore, during project preparation and construction, PC2 has authonzed its
Project Management Unit (PMU) to be in charge of project management, mcluding environmental
management. After commissioning, the project will be handed over to the Provincial Power Services
(PPS), where the project is located, for operation and maintenance. The Provincial Power Services
will be in charge of enviromnental management during the operation period.
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3 Project Description

3.1 Project Name and Involved Agencies

Project Name: Vietnam Rural Energy Project (Phase II) - Southem Region

Investor: The Power Company No. 2 (PC2)

Design Company: The Power Engineering Consulting Enterprise of PC2

Implementing Agency: PMU of PC2

3.2 Project Location

The development of substation and transmission lines in the framework of Phase II of the project will
be done in 63 communes belonging to 8 provinces in 3 regions of South Vietnam: Central Highland
(Lam Dong Province); the Northeast Mekong Region (Dong Nai and Binh Phuoc Provinces) and the
Mekong Delta Region (Tra Vinh, Soc Trang, Kien Giang, Bac Lieu and Ca Mau). Three conimunes in
Lam Dong are m mountainous area; 14 communes In Binh Phuoc and 2 communes in Dong Nat are in
upland area and 44 communes in the Mekong Delta Region are in flat lowland area. The
characteristics of the natural and socio-economic conditions of the three regions, where the project's
components are located, are summarized in Section 4. The location of the 63 communes of the project
is shown in Figures 3.1 - 3.8 of Appendix 1.

3.3 Basic Content of the Project

3.3.1 Project Socio-economic Objectives
Together with the high-voltage T/L 500 kV from the North to the South of Vietnam, the rural energy
(Phase II) project for the South of Vietnam is to meet the power demand of people in the remote
areas. At the present time, the electric network of 22kV and 35kV are connected and distributed to
almost all of the districts in the South of Vietnam. The electric networks of 15KV had been developed
for meeting the power demand, which is increasing in the process of economic development. A
resolution of the Vietnam Government dated September 21, 1996 decided that the target up to the
2000s was to distribute electricity to 80% of communes and 100% of the districts in the whole
country.

The project in the period 2002 -2003 is targeted to:

* Supplying electricit) to the 63 rural villages consisted of tens of thousands of households for
development of the economy, culture and society.

* Supplying electricity to helping rural people in poverty alleviation and linmitanlon the
difference between city anld rural areas.

3.3.2 Projects Main Technical Features
The project is proposed for supplying the electricity to 63 communes of 8 provinces in the South of
Vietnam in the period 2002 to 2003. Scope of the project is given in Table 3.1.
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IDable 3.1: ScopC of thC projcct for tlic pcriod 2002-2003

Investment scale
No Province No of Total Substation (kVA) CDistribution Lines (kIn) NoteDistricts Communes

Quantity Total Capacity MV Individual LV Mixed LV
1 Bac Lieu 5 12 283 6 920 265 1 172 6 249 7 LV lines include 2 pards
2 Kien Giang 6 9 186 7 2675 286 8 218 0 251 2 * Independenl LV lines
3 Soc Trang 3 4 56 1 7375 38 8 63 3 30 1 * LV lines mixed to MV lines
4 Ca Mau 5 13 374 10 0900 427 4 238 6 363 3
5 Lam Dong 2 3 29 1 0450 35 8 16 9 312
6 Tra Vinh 5 6 107 3 1400 90 4 920 82 2
7 Binh Phuoc 5 14 209 6 6000 267 2 128 0 189 2
8 Dong Nat _2 2 18 9,875 0000 13 1 23 7 16 8

Total 33 63 1,362 37,787.6 1,425.6 953 1 1,213 7
.Souice Adaplcd froii r/S Rcport of PC2, 2003

TabIle 3.2: Tolal statistics o01 land acquisition of projcct

No Proinc Independent MV Mixed MV Independent LVNo of Total Length Area of Corridor No of
No Province Communes (m) (ml) Length (m) Quantity Length Quantity Length Quantity substations

________ ______ _ ________ of pole (in) of pole (in) of pole
1 Bac Lieu 12 437 7 1,410,722 55 206 24 9 7 2,815 172 60 4,664 283
2 Kien Giang 9 504 8 1,643,820 35 6 474 251 2 3,691 218 00 5,892 286
3 Soc Trang 4 103 0 301,360 97 129 30 1 444 63 30 1710 56
4 Ca Mau 13 666 0 2,270,788 64 0 854 363 3 5,381 238 60 6,450 374
5 Lam Dong 3 52 7 202,200 47 62 312 447 1690 456 29
6 Tra Vinh 6 182 4 609,100 82 109 822 1,174 92 00 2,485 107
7 Binh Phuoc 14 395 2 1,379,898 78 0 1,040 18 2 2,831 12796 3,458 209
8 Dong Nai 2 ,. 40 5 107,700 00 0 16 8 236 23 70 639 18

Total 63 2,382 19 7,925,588 251 6 2,874 1,213 6 17,017 95306 25,754 1,362
So1ci re Adalpcdl F/S Rcport of [IC 2, 2003
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The technical features of the project are summiiarized as follows:

Voltage degree.

Medium voltage: 22kV

Low voltage: 220/380V

Feeders. I to 2

Conductors.

Medium voltage: (AC-50) to (AC-120)

3 phases or 1 phase

Low voltage: (AV-50) to (AV-70)

Conductor is covered by insulated material

Pole. Centrifugal concrete pole

Pole foundation area.:

Average area: 0.5 x 1.5 m - 0.75 m2

Maximum area: 1..25 x 1.5 m- 1.875 m2

The safe corridor of the lines.

M IV Ine: 3 phases: 6m
I phase: 4m

LV line: 2 m

The safe distance from conductor-s to ground. 26m

Volume and investment scale of the project is shown in detail in Table 3.1.

Length of transmissioni lines.: 2,378 km (total)

Length of three-phase medium voltage T/L:: 159 km

Length of single-phase medium voltage T/L: 1,267 km

Length of independent low voltage T/L: 953 km

Number of proposed substations. 1,362 substations

Total capacity of substations. 37,787.5 KVA

3.3.3 Projects Activities

Activities of the project will be carned out in three phases (stages).

In the Pre-construction Phase

To install the transmission lines the safe corridor has a width of 4.Om for MV poles and 2.Om for LV
poles (Figures 3.1 and 3.2). Vertical distance from the lines to top of trees is not less than 2m.
Therefore, in the pre-construction phase at the designed safe corridor all 4m - higher trees and all
wooden trees in the corridor will be cut.

To construct the corridor all houses, shops, building facilities located in the safety distance should be
removed partly or-fully. Some areas of agricultural and residential lands will be used for construction
of transmission lihes and substations. According to a calculation of PC2, total houses to be rebuilt is
290 and the number of houses partly impacted is 1,178; total area of land used for the corridor is
7,925,588 m2 (Table 3.2).

Accordmngto resul-ts f the field surveys conducted by PC2 in 2002, no part of the natural forests and
protected areas and nor- any historical, cultural, religious sites are located in the designed safe corridor
(Right of Way - ROW) anid substations of the projects.
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In the Construction Phase

Along ROW ten poles in each commune will be erected. They may be three-phase MV Mixed LV
pole, LV pole sizes and safe distances of which are shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10. Substations will be
installed on some poles (Figure 3 11)

To erect the poles some construction activities will be done excavating a hole with 2000 iun in

depth, 1700 mm width or 1500 mm in depth, 1200 mm in width for fixing three-phase MV poles or
LV poles, respectively, in ground; disposal of waste excavated earth, and transport of construction
materials and poles.

ROW in most commnunes is designed along the existing commune's roadside to minimize
encroachment onto protected sites residential and agricultural land and to easily supply electricity for
households. The electric lines will be installed on the erected poles.

In the Operation Phase

In this phase cutting trees encroached to the safe distance of the corridor will be done, maintaining
poles and substations will be regularly carried out.

From the above-described activities the project may not create serious (major) impacts on the natural
and socio-economic environment (see Section Five).

3.3.4 Socio-economic Benefits of the Project

The project will play an important role for assuring "Action Program of the Electricity of Vietnam"
that by the year 2005, 100% of rural and mountainous commnunes will be electrified and 80% of their
population will be demand in electrical supply. The project will satisfy the electricity requirement of
the 63 communes in the period 2003-2010. Electric source to be provided by this project is:

* In 2003: 58,923,000 kwh

* In 2005: 91,316,000 kwh

* In 2010: 144,592,000 kwh

This may contribute to the solution of rural energy demand of 8 provinces (Table 3.3).

Therefore, the socio-economic benefits of the project are great. This will strongly promote economic
development in the rural area of the Southem provinces.

3.4 Proposed Schedule of the Project

According to the PC2 plan project preparation should be completed in April 2002, design and draft
F/S, RAP, EIA should be completed in August 2002; approval on F/S, RAP, EIA by the WVorld Bank
and EVN in November 2002; construction activities will be from February to September 2003 and
Commission will be in May to October 2003. However, this implementations schedule was delayed

3.5 Cost of the Project

Total cost for the project is estimated at 363,845 million VND or 23.781 million IUSD.

This includes:

* Foreign capital: 232,156 mUil. VND or 15.174 mll. USD

* Donmestic capital: 131.689 nilm. I'ND or 8.607 mnil. USD
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T able 3.3: RLiral encrgy dcmnand of provinces for thc period 2003-20 1 0

2003 2005 2010 __

No Provirice Non- Industry EnNon, Ind.ustry En Non- Ind ustry EnergyHousehold - Agriculture and Energy Household u Agrculture and ergy Household Agriculture and SaEesindustry Handicraft Sales industry Handicraft Sales industry Handicraft Sae
1 Bac Lieu 9,756 861 901 1,561 13,079 14,643 1,803 2,466 2,537 21,449 19,908 3,255 4,012 4,328 31,503
2 Kien Giang 7,908 981 1,405 1,369 11,663 9,879 1,725 2,804 185 16,260 14,855 3,473 4,548 3,831 26,707
3 Soc Trang 2,978 370 1,161 703 5,212 4,057 567 1,970 1,164 7,759 6,119 803 3,902 1,929 12,754
4 Ca Mau 8,911 1413 1,867 826 13,017 12,074 3,567 3,234 1,620 20,495 20,504 5,672 5,599. 2,466 34,241
5 Lam Dong 512 307 109 43 971 4,503 496 171 56 2,226 2,843 908 273 94 4,118
6 Tra Vinh 4,195 295 1,235 512 6,237 5,044 542 1,902 934 8,422 7,899 7-24 3,571 1,609 13,803
7 Binh Phuoc 5,286 742 771 420 7,219 7,253 2,131 1,526 1,021 11,931 10,453 3,409 2,255 1,439 17,556
8 Dong Nat 781 72 326 78 1,257 1,398 140 675 156 2,369 1,796 270 1,087 207 3,360

Total 40,327 5,041 7,775 5,512 58,655 55,851 10,971 14,748 9,340 90,910 84,377 18,514 25.247 15,903 144,042
S7ource: Adapted From F/S Rcport of PC2, 2003
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4 Baseline Data

The South of Vietnanm whiclh belongs to PC2's responsibility for electric supply and management
includes 20 provinces.

* 7 provinces in the Northeast Mekong Region Ninh Thiuani, Binlh Thluan, Don,g Nao, Binhi
Duong, Binh Phuoc, Tay Ninhl and Ba Ria Vuing Tau.

* l province in the Central Highl/and: Lam Dong

* 12 provinces in the Mekong Delta. Long An, TDen Giang, Benl Tre, Dong 77Tap, Vink
Long, Tra Vin1h, Can Tho, Soc Trang. An Giang, Kien Giang, Bac Lieu, Ca Mau.

In the project, 8 provinces with their rural and mountainous communes will have investment for
electrification. They include: Lam Dong, Binh Phuoc, Dong Nai, Tra Vinh, Soc Trang, Kien Giang,
Bac Lieu and Ca Mau.

These 8 provinces are located in three different eco-geographical regions: the Central Highland, the
Northeast Mekong and the Mekong Delta. Based on the reports on State of the Environment of
Vietnam prepared by the fonner MoSTE as well as by DoSTEs and data of various research projects
general charactenstics of the natural environment and socio-economic conditions of each region and
province are briefly described below. Some information on each commune where the project will be
implemented is also given.

4.1 Lam Dong Province

4.1.1 Present State of the Environment of Lam Dong Province

Lamn Dong province has an area of 9,765 km2, consisting of two bazaltic plateaus: Lamvien at the
Northeast and Dilinh at the Southwest. The average elevation of Lamvien is about 800-1 000m; and of
Dilinh is 500-600m. In the territory of the province, there are various high mountains with peaks over
1,200m. Lam Dong is such a place with two major rivers of the Dongnai-Saigon System originating
from here: River Langa from the Dilinh plateau and River Dongnai from the Lamvien plateau. These
rivers flow across various districts and cities of the province and discharge their water to the Trian
Reservoir in Dong Nai province.

In the province two distinct seasons occur: the rainy season lasting from May to November and the
dry seasc6n lasting from December to April next year. In the rainy season, over 80% of the average
annual rainfall occurs (1,750 mm), causing floods at some places, particularly in the Southwest
districts. In the dry season serious draughts sometimes occur, creating great constraints on agriculture.

Lam Dong is rich m natural resources. Besides a large area of fertile bazaltic soils suitable for growth
of industnal trees (coffee, tea, rubber, cashew, etc), and minerals (Kaolinite, Bauxite, 'Zink), the
province has a large area of natural and planted forests which occupies 35% of the total provincial
area. In the province there are two natural reserves: Bidoup - Nui Ba (73,972 ha) and Daibinh
Mountain (5,000 ha); three wetland sites (reservoirs Dankia, Tuyenlam, Danhinm); and one National
Park (Cat Tien - 38,900 ha, in which over 10,000 ha is located in LIam Dong). Detailed information of
the conservation areas is indicated in Appendix 2.

Although rich in natural resources, but with lowv development in industry, service, tourism and
education, Lam Dong is still a poor province. Total population of the province is 1.100.000
inhabitants (2002), in which the Kinh ethnic group occupies over 60%. Other ethnic groups are KiHo.
M'Nong, Churu (native) and Nung, Dao, Thai, Tay, Muong (iimmigrants from the Northern
provinces). The major economic sector is agriculture (coffee, tea and rubber production). Other
important sectors are tourismi and small industry, The GDP/capita of Lami Dong is 250 USD (2002).
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The poorest areas in Laml Dong province are remote mounltainious ones, where electricity is not yet
supplied.

The etinic minorities live in remote area, far from towns. Their major income comes from agriculture.
Their education is low: fewv of themii get university education. At present, most of the houselholds of
K'Ho, M'Nong, Churu,,Tay, Nung, Muong, Dao are poor

4.1.2 Present Environment and Socio-Economy of Three Communes in Lam Dong

Three communes belonging to the Project are: B'La (District Bao lam), Tan Lac (District Bao Lam),
and Da K'Nang (District Lam Ha). B'La and Tan Lac are located on Dilini Plateau and Da K'Nang is
located on Lamvien Plateau. They have good quality land suitable for agriculture, water and air
pollution does not occur. All three communes are mountainous but have no natural reserve or
protected site located in their territory. General information on soclo-economy of the three conmmunes
is given in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Socio-economic conditions of three communes in Lam Dong

Commune Area Population Population Percentage of Length of Electnic Major Economy
Commune______ (ha) (inhabitant) Growth Rate (%) Households Used Line (km) ______Economy

B'La 7,424 3,550 2.1 0 9 Agnculture
Tan Lac 2.688 4,170 2.2 0 0 Agnculture
Da K'Nang 5,670 3,330 10.0 0 0 Agnculture, Forestry

Source Adapted from F/S Repon of PC2, 2003

4.2 Dong Nai Province

4.2.1 Present State of the Environment of Dong Nai Province

Located in the Dongnai-Saigon River Basin, in the Mekong Northeast Region, Dong Nai has an area
of 5,895 km2. Topographically, the province may be divided Into two parts: the Northeast part is
upland with an average elevation of 100-ISOm, the Southwest part is flat lowland with an average
elevation of 20-50m. The main rivers in Dong Nai are Langa, Dongnai and Thivat. Like Lain Dong,
climate in Dong Nat is tropical moonsoon. Average annual rainfall is 1,700mun, 85% of which occurs
in the rainy season. Dong Nai is rich in water, soil and mineral resources. In the 6 0h decade of the last
century forest cover in Dong Nai was 60%. It is now only 25%. In the province there is one National
Park (Cat Tien) in the boundary with Lam Dong and Binh Phuoc provinces and one wetland site
(Tri An Reservoir, 32,000 ha) (Appendix 2).

Due to rapid industrial and urban development in the situation of limited infrastructure facilities
environmental pol]ution, particularly air and water pollution at the urban and industrial areas, is
significant.

Dong Nlai has a population of 2,015,000 inhabitants (2002), annual population growth rate is 1.6%,
(during the period 1998 - 2002). Located near Hochiminh City and in the Southeni Economic Focal
Zone, Dong Nat is one of the most economically developed provinces of Vietnam. In the province,
there are over 10 industrial parks with over 500 plants and thousands of small industrial units.
Agricultural sector, mainly, industrial trees is also developed. However, the remote rural districts and
commiiunes in the Northeast part (Long Khanh, Xuan Loc, Dinh Quan, Tan Phu districts) are still poor,
where electric supply is limited.

4.2.2 Present Environment and Socio-economy of the Communes in the Project

In Dong Nai province only two commnunes will receive investmient from the protect. They are
Xuan Thien (Long Khanh District) and Ngoc Dinh (Dinh Quan District) Xuan Thien does not have
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forest or wetland area, Ngoc Diih has an area of planted Forest and a part of the Than Reservoir, but it
does not relate to the Cat Tien National Park (Appendix 2) The main features of thc present socio-
economy of the two communes are showni in Table 4,2.

Table 4.2: Brief informnation on socio-ecology of two communcs in Dong Nat

Population No of Lntof Average
Area Population population | oshlS Length of ElectricitylCommune Area) P latitant Growth Rate Households Electric Line Capita Major EconomyCo m m une ~ (ha) (inhabitant) (% El cti cit (kin) Plan atinta

(______ _ _ _Electcity ( (KWh/y)

Xuan Thien 3,153 (1,922 8466 1 70 468 11 126 Plantation re

Ngoc Dinh 4,217 8,561 1.72 527 29 186 Piantation of

Source Adapted from F/S Report of PC2, 2003

4.3 Binh Phuoc Province

4.3.1 Present State of the Environment of Binh Phuoc
Binh Phuoc is a province in the Dongnai-Saigon Basin of the Northeast Mekong Region with the
natural area being 6,856 kM2, the province has boundarnes with The Kingdom of Cambodia and the
provinces of Daklak, Lam Dong, Dong Nai, Bmnh Duong and Tay Ninh. Most of the area of the
province has an average elevation of 50-1 OOm above sea level. Some mountains in the province have
peaks of 200-736m. The main soil groups are bazaltic occurring in the Northeast, grey and alluvial
soils in the Southwest, suitable for growth of industrial trees.

Climate in Binh Phuoc is similar to that in Dong Nal and Lam Dong: high rainfall in the rainy season
and draught in the dry season. The major river in the province is Be, on which there are several
reservoirs constructed (Thac Mo, Cau Don), or planned to be constructed (Phumieng) for hydropower
plants. Binh Phuoc is rich in mineral resources (limestone, bentonite, clay) and also biological
resources. Before 1970 the total area of natural forest was 400,000 ha (58% of the provincial area).
However, in 2002 the area of natural and planted forest was under 100,000 ha, excluded are hundreds
of thousand ha of rubber, cashew and coffee.

In the province there is one Natural Reserve (Bu Giarnap, 22,330 ha) and a part of the Cat Tien
National Park (Appendix 2).

Binh Phuoc has a population of 690,000 inhabitants (2002) with over 20 ethnic groups: Kinh, Stieng,
Churu, M'nong (native) and Dao, Nung, Tay, That, Khmer, H'mong, Hoa.

At present, Binh Phuoc is the poorest province in the Northeast Mekong Region. The major econonic
sectors are agriculture (mdustrial trees), rubber processing, and hydropower. The average 6DP/capita
is 260 USD (2002).

4.3.2 Present Environment and Socio-Economy of the 14 Communes in the Project
Area

In Binh Phuoc, 14 communes will have investment of the project. All of them are located in the
remote rural area (Figure 3.3 in Appendix ]). In these 1 4 communes there are no protected or narural
reserve sites Dakl Nhau is the commune nearest to the Bu Gianmap Natural Reservc but the dtstance is
over 20 km (Appendix 2). Some information on socio-economy of the communes is given in
Table 4.3
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Table 4.3: Main data on socio-ccononiy of 14 comniuncs in Blinh Piluoc

Area Population Population No of Length of Average
Commune Are Population Growth Rate Households Elengthc ofn Electri city/ MaoEcnmComnmune (ha) (inhabitant) Growt Rate Using Electic Line Capita Major Economy

(0N Electricity (i) (KWhly)

Loc Tan 21,254 12 779 2 0 1,034 14 5 35 Industnal trees

Loc An 6,400 5,207 2 0 24,7276 14 5 21 5 Industnal trees

Loc Hoa 5,067 (1,094 households) 1 75 407 12 0 58 Agriculture

Tan Lap 7,268 8,395 2 2 712 10 46 9 Industrial trees

Thanh(An 5,015 10 063 2.2 400 14.6 21 52 Industrial trees

Phuoc Tin 16,262 (2,556 households) 2 2 860 16.2 36 4 Industrial trees

Phu Rieng 7,800 (2,338 households) 1 75 920 38 8 36 Industrial trees

Binh Phuoc 9,482 14,175 4 4 1,1144 18.8 31 Industnal trees(2,980 households) 441441.31 Idsia

Dak Nhau 38,240 10,272 1 75 286 20 9 7 Agnculture(2,375 households) 152629Anutr

Minh Duc 12,527 (1 815 households) 1 75 247 9 7 $ 73 Agn3ulture

Tan Loi 12,483 2.534 2 3 0 Agnculture(738 households) 23000 AnLtr

Tan Hoe 9,500 2,607 AgncultureTan Hoa__ 9__500_ (515 households) 2 4 0 0 0 Anulr

Phuoc Son 10,300 ~4,316 AnutrPhuoc Son 10,300 (984 households) 1.75 145 10.5 12 Agnculture

NghiaTrung 13,357 (2,487households) 1.75 497 15 192 Agnculture

Source. Adapted from F/S Repon of PC2, 2003

4.4 Environment and Socio-economy of the Project Sites in the Mekong
Delta

4.4.1 General Information on the Environment and Socio-economy of the
Provinces in the Mekong Delta

In the Mekong Delta there are 44 communes of 5 provinces (Bac Lieu, Ca Mau, Soc Trang, Tra Viinhi
and Kien Giang) that will have investment from the project for rural electnfication. Four provinces
(Bac Lieu, Ca Mau, Soc Trang, Tra Vinh) are located in the Eastern coastal zone, and Kien Glano
province is located in the Western coastal zone of the Delta. Due to the conditions of the narural
environment and socto-economy being quite similar between the five provinces, description abouLt
each province is not necessary, but general environmental charactenstics of the whole Delta are
briefly described below.

The Mekong Delta has an area of over 3.9 million ha, including 12 provinces wvith a total population
of 18.5 nmillion inhabitants (2002). The Mekong Delta lies entirely within the hot moonsoon climate.
The air circulation over the Delta is dominated by the North-East (NE) and South-WNest (SWV)
monsoons, \wich i results in two distinct seasons, separated by sort transition periods. The dry season
lasts from November to April and the rainy season lasts from May to October.
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The total average annual rainfall in the different provinces of the Delta range from less than 1,400 to
almost 2,400 mm1l. In Soc Trang. Tra Vinh, Bac Lieu rainfall is only 1,400-1,500 mmi1 but in Ca Mau
and Kien Giang it is over 2,000 mm. About 85% of the total annual rainfall occurs in the rainy season.
In the Mekong Delta the annual average temperature varies little in the different areas, ranging from
over 26 to over 27 C

Interaction of such factors as the alluvial sediment composition, climate, hydrology, topograplhy and
vegetation has formed the different soils in the Mekong Delta. Based on the obtained data, the soils in
the Delta may be classified into eight main units: sandy soils, saline soils, acid sulphate soils, alluvia
soils, peaty and mud soils, grey soils, red yellow soils, eroded soils. In Tra Vinh, Soc Trano, Ca Mau
and Bac Lieu provinces saline and acid sulphate soils largely occur. In Kieri Giang, saline soil is
dominant along the coast,. and at the border to Cambodia grey and eroded soils are common. All
communes of the project have great problems with acid sulphate and/or saline soils and 'acidic or
saline water impacted on cultivation and domestic water supply.

The amount of water flowing into the Delta depends greatly on the discharge of the upstream
Mekong. The water entering the Mekong Delta (14,800m3/s is the average) flows through a dense
network of branching nvers. In the flood season (July-October) the discharge of the Mekong River is
over 40,000 m;/s, but it is only 2,000 m3 Is in the driest months (February-April).

In the flood season (September, October) a great area of the Mekong Delta is inundated. In the project
area the province strongly affected by flooding is Kien Giang.

The Mekong Delta is rich in biological resource. In the region there are three National Parrks (Tram
Chim, 7612 ha; U Minh Thuong, 8509 ha, U Minh Ha, 3394 ha) and various wetland sites in Ca Mau,
Bac Lieu and Kien Giang.

In the Mekong Delta, beside the Kinh (ethnic majority), there are two ethnic gzroups with high
population: Chinese (Hoa), Khmer. Chinese live mainly in towns, but Khmers live mainly in rural
areas of Tra Vinh, Soc Trang, and Kien Giang provinces. This project will support rural areas,
particularly areas where a great number of Khmers are living.

The Mekong Delta is the largest agncultural region of Vietnam. Its annual rice and aquacultural
production are I S mil ton and 0.8 mil ton, respectively. In recent years, industry and service sectors in
the Delta are rapidly developed with growth rate 15-20 %/year. However, the Mekong Delta is still
one of the poor regions of Vietnam, particularly the provinces of Tra Vinh, Soc Trang, and Bac Lieu
(locations of the project) GDP/capita of the provinces are: Tra Vinh 320 USD, Soc Trang 350 USD,
Bac Lieu 250 USD, Ca Mau 350 USD and Kien Giang 400 USD (2002).

All communes related to the project in the Mekong Delta have similar characteristics in climate,
hydrology and socio-economy and all of them are not located near the natural reserve areas (Appendix
2).

Some information on socio-economy of the communes in the Mekong Delta is given in Table 4 4

In general, all the communes are located far from towns. The mator economic sectors are agricultural,
and living conditions of peoples m these communes are significantly increased. However, they sntll
belong to the poor conmmunes in the Mekong Delta.
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l'Toble 4.4: Main data on socio-cconomy of conimunes in fivc provinccs in thc Mckong Delta

Pmrvnce Commune Ama (ha) Population (inhabkant) Popultion No of Households Length of Elecbtric Average Ele4t Capia MaprEcnomyGrowth Rate (%) Using Electnicity Line (kmi) Q(hy MjrEcnm

Nhi Truong 2.712 10,706 1 5 219 6 18 214 Agriculture
(2,192 households) _______

Dai Phuoc 2.942 14,253 1 5 992 16 49 232 Agricullure
_________ ~~~~~~(3.037 households) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

TRA VINH Nmnh Thoi 2.186 49 | 10.041 842 732 426 Agricullure
IRA VINNhHl i ,16 9 (2,259 households) 2_842_7_32_42_

Dan Thanh 4,143 37 6,554 1 2 497 11 7 90 Aquaculture, Agricullure
(1.514 houiseholds) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Dong Hai 5,926 76 7,036 12 508 6 3 67 Aquactilture, Fishing

Nguyet Hoa 1,300 8 ( 10,746 1160 9 7 71 Agriculture

Vinh Chau 4,032 16 19,452 l 2 1105 12 61 Aquacullure,Agnculture
___________ (3,966 households) 1 151 1Auclue giutr

Xtian Hoa 3,600 19,971 1 2 1235 22 3 51 Agriculture
SOC TRANG _ ____ (4,171 households) _____

Chau Hung 4.660 17,521 1 47 1279 25 271 38 Agriculture
(3,303 households) ___________

Lac Hoa 3,520 (1.195 households) 1 62 456 12 52 Agculure, Aquaculure

Vinh Phu Tay 4,867 13,836 1 25 570 24 16 Agriculture
(2533 households) 

Hung Hoi 2,894 9,936 1 28 370 11 5 37 S Agriculture
______ _____ (1,958 households)__ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Phong Thanh Nam 9,576 19,036 1 3 870 12 147 0 Agriculture
(4,074 households) _______

BAC LIEU Minh Dieu 3,945 13,715 1 5 545 33 15 5 Agricilture
__________ ~~~(2.533 households) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Ninh Hoa 5,025 15,039 1 5 1040 20 27 0 Agriculture
______ _____ _____ _____ _____ (3.096 households)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Chau Thoi 4,779 14,385 1 4 384 25 80 Agriculture
(2.919 hotiseholds) __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Vinh Thinh 7 043 16 10,459 1 4 498 18 6 80 0 Agricullure
_ __(2.118 households) __ 2003
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Province Commune Area (ha) Population (inhabitant) Population No of Households Length of Elci Average Electricityl Capita Major EconomyGrowth Rate (%) Using Electrcity Line (_) (KW._)
Long Dien Dong A 5,286 10,901 1.6 609 17.453 30 Agriculture(1,983 households)__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

BAG LIEU Phong Thanh Dong A 3,051 6 (2,930 households) 1.5 1087 20 36 7 Agriculture
(cont'd) Phong Thanh Dong 4,660 5,712 1 47 275 32 7 36 Agriculture

____________________ ~(1,140 households)

Vinh Hung 4,364 193053 2 1296 40 262 40 Agriculture

Khanh Binh Dong 6,495 18,833 1 3 687 18 45 Agriculture(3,671 households)________

Khanh Hai 6,258 14,209 1.4 742 13.89 61 Agriculture, Fishing(2,612 households) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Thanh Tung 10,500 18,617 1.99 538 34 7 198 36 Aquaculture
____________________ ~(3,547 households)

Hiep Tung 3,646 6,371 1 2 250 20 61 Agriculture, Aquacullure
_____ _____ ____ ___ _ _____ ____ (1,217 households)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Tan An 21,179 12,237 1.4 845 33 61 Agriculture, Aquaculture(2,663 households)

Tan Duyet 8,100 19,064 1.99 1008 39.4 272 Aquaculture

CA MAU Tan Hung Tay . 8,403 21,424 1.99 1120 32 691 45 AquacultureHung Tay . 8,403 ~~(4,016 households)__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Viet Khai 10,230 15,962 1.99 701 22 937 49 6 Agriculture, Fishing

Khanh Lam 14,696 6 (41320,876 1.62 788 13 8 76 7 Agriculture, AquacultureKhanh Lam 14,6966 ~~(4,132 households)

Loi An 4,380 (2,322 households) 1.75 437 6 911 22 1 Aquaculture

Quach Pham Bac 3,279.24 10,134 1 4 605 20 14 3 Agriculture(1,949 households) 14

Khanh Hoa 22,224 16,3581 1 55 195 16 3 Agriculture, Aquaculture
___________ (3,171 households) 15

Khanh Binh Tay Bac 7,040 17,385 1.6 274 8.1 7 5 Agriculture, AquaculturePage(3,389 households) 6 Se r 2
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Prnvince Commune Area (ha) Popultion finhabbnt Population No of Households LeineofkEmectric Average Eiecncyt Capita Mapr EconomyComuneAra_(a)_oplaton__nab_nQ Growth Rate (%o) UsngEecrory in Ei) cono ______ r____

HoaThuan 5.137 ~~~~~~27,120 UigEetik giutr
Hoa Thuan 5.137 (4,883 households) 1 2 996 16 28 19 2 Agrculture

Vinh Hoa Hung Nam 4,680 97 15,557 i 47 84g 62 4 Agnculture
___________ (3,128 households)4789264Agcuur

Vinh Tuy 6,648 6 20,223 1 32 1134 35 49 4 Agricullure
_____ _____ ____ ___ _ _____ ____ (3,338 households)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Vnh Bih Nam 7,2011 (3,242 households) 1 4 972 21 132 48 6 Agricultural Production

KIEN GIANG Vinh Phuoc A 4,104 42 (1,098 households) 1 65 371 16 22 83 Agricultural Production

Van Khanh Dong 4,001 7,1169 1 9 813Livestock breeding andVan Khanh Dong | 4,001 (1,499 households) 1 7 198 18 133 cultivation

Nam Thai A 8,220 14,090 1 68 713 14 31 Agnculture Aquacullure
_________________ __________ (2,818 households) 16873431ArclueAuauur

Mong Tho B 3.831 20.253 1 67 1635 36 AgncultureMong_______Tho ________ (1,635 households) 16763186Agiuue

Vmh Bmh Bac 7,739 ~~~~~17,028 1 7 550 16 141 AgrictililureVinh Binh Bac 7,739 17.02 8ousembrds)
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5 Environmental Impacts

5.1 Identification of Potential Impacts of the Project

The Project, including the construction and the operation of transmission lines and substations in 63
communes in the Southern provinces will play a very important role in the electrification program and
policy in poverty of Vietnamii It will also promote the policy of industrialization and modermization of
the Government of Vietnam in the coming decades as well as create a great opportunity for overall
socio-economic development of the remote rural areas These positive socio-economic values of the
project are great, which are indicated in the Feasibility Study

Beside the significant beneficial impacts. the potential environmental impacts are identified below,
using a Rapid Assessment Matrix (Table 5 1, 5 2) and network techniques (Figure 5 1) From
Table 5 1, Figure 5 1 and results of field surveys the following impact identification is given

5.1.1 Impacts Associated with the Project's Design and Pre-Construction Phase

The electncal lines and substations will be constructed in the planned communes, in which some
residential sites, economic units will be removed, encroachment on some agricultural and residential
lands is expected, tens of thousands of households will lose a part their residential or agnculture land
No area of histoncal and/or ecologically protected sites will be affected

In this phase impact of the war residue (explosive materials), particularly at communes in Lam Dong
and Binh Phuoc, may occur Therefore, this problem will be carefully considered

5.1.2 Impacts Associated With the Construction Phase

Construction of the transmission lines and substations in the communes will conduct associated civil
works dunng the construction process, which may cause the following Impacts to the environment

* Air polluton from the construction site and from transport of construction matenals
* Noise and vibration pollution produced by construction equipment and transport of electrical

poles

* Soil and water pollution from earth excavation for pole erection in the saline and/or acid
sulfate soils (ASS), particularly in the provinces of Kien Giang, Ca Mau, Bac Lieu, Soc
Trang, Tra Vmh in the Mekong Delta with consequent potential damage to water quality and
aquatic organisms

Water pollution and aesthetic influence created by erosion at the construction site, spoil
disposal area and waste handling facilities

5.1.3 Impacts Associated With Operation Phase

In case of a lack of effective measures for environmental management, the following negative impacts
can be expected

* Influence on biological resources due to cutting trees at ROW
* Electric shock and fire hazards
* Environmental problems created by induced development due to consequences of rural

electrification

These impacts are expected as imnor and iiitgable The sources and consequences of the anticipated
potential impacts are summanzed in Figure 5 1 and Tables 5 1, 5 2
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Table 5.1: Rapid cnvironmcntal impact asscssnlent matrix for ti-ansmission line construction and operation
(impacts on Natural Environment)

ACTIVITIES Pre-Construction Construction Activities Operation
Activities Activities

0

w rz ~~~~~E
-~~~ ~~ 0 0 U~0 E 

0 w~0~ 0 

C U
_ '0 . Et __ ._

a- cn 0~C 0.

ENVIRONMENTAL | ELEMENT 0 > LU C'n m 3: Lu >~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0 >i~ ~ .:_~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~l _ _ _ 2 0 U _ 0

Air Vehicle emissions 0 0 0 X X X OX. 0 X. 0 0 0 0
3 Pollution Dust generation 0 0 0 X X. X X* X, O 0 0 0

Noise/ Noise emissions 00 0 X* X* OX X* 0 0 0 O
E Noise /__ _
' Vibration Ground / structure O O O O X O O X O X O O O

vibration I

Surface water 00 0 0 X 00 0 0 0 0 0 0
Water contamination
Quality Groundwater 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

C) contamination

X Water Surface water 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
; Quantity/ Groundwater 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
~ Access

Changes to drainage 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
o) Drainage / patterns

Hydrology Changes to flooding 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O O O 0
Z _ patterns
-J
< @ Soil erosion 0 0 X 0 0 00 0 0 0 O O

rL Soil Soil contamination O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O O O O

z | Loss of productive soil 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 | O 0

Vegetation removal X X X 0 0 O O O 0 0 0 | 0 0

Impact on rare/endemic 0 0 0 0 0 |i 0 0 0 O

Aquatic / species 0 .|
@ Terrestrial Biological diversity O0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 OO
5 Floraand Pestspecies (flora & 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0

Fauna fauna) _ _ _

.i Habitat
Weeds/ Fauna migration O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pests Habitat fragmentation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0O 0 0

Bird strike | 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 OO|O
Wetland destruction 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 n 

Note:

o: "No significant" impact x: negative "minor" impact
xx: negative "intermediate" impact xxx: negative "major" impact
v positive impact * mitigable impact
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Table 5.2: R.ipid environmcntal impact assessmcnt matriA for transmission linc construction and opcration
(impacts on Soc,o-economic Environment)

ACTIVTIES Pre-Construction CntuioAcvtesOperation
Activities ConstructActivctivities Activities

.0

- ci ~~~~~~E
- S 0CDS

L U t o o n s
> s U~~L c EU .O 

2 E E IUD

CV to E o 
toLoss of residen XX X 0 X 0 0 0 O 0. 0 0 0u it .2 EU -9 c '

: Residentia ~ ~ ~El ueeomn I. U C U~C

X~~~~~~~~~~~R Lan _ _= ~ ~~~ ~ ~~~ land _ UC ~

@ ~~~~~Loss of residentural land XI 0 0 X- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Residncutural ree_lmn

co Land Dl touseof X O X- 0 0 0 O O 0 O

Ameniy of es debal 0 0 * 

_ ~~~~~~agricultural land_

Human Halos Insfreious and O X 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 0
Residemantialt dcontagious disease

i and Sft

ca Community & Waste impact 0 0 0 0 X-0 0 0 X X 0 0 0

Construction EMF Effects 0 0 O 0 0 | O O 0 0 X0 0 0
- s Personnel -

Electrocubton Eflects 0 0 0 0 | 0 0 0 0 0 X0 0 0

r° CD Cultural Culturalhentagedtems 0 lo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 00

> , HeiandSaet cotgos-ies

Cmnit Archaeologicaimpact 0 0 0 0 X 0 X X 0 0 0

2 ICurrent _L
2 C u Petmanentvfewers 0 0 0 0 0 0 X X 0 0 X 00 
o 'In Visual Impact 

* C ltr Translentvaewers 0 O 0 X X X 0 0 O O 0
Hstncan Impctaeongtcansipact 0 0 0 0 X,0 0 0 0 0 0

IE Traffic and Imatnanpr 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 X0 0O 'e | Transport routes and vehicle
Imovements . _ 

| Population increase 0 0 O O | 0 0 O | O 0

Minonty peoples X, X o OI o 0 0 | O O O |

Conflictbetween 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
e Demographic residents & aliens

a Ethnic Change in lifestyle 0 0 0 0 0 |0 0 | 0 0 | °
E Litestyle | Recreational activities 0 | 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 °

E Customs Social / economic 0 0 |0 0 |0 | 0 VV 0 0
structure changes 1 j

Relocation of social V | [ O V 0 0 | O
I I I I ~~~~services i ! i

Note:
o "No signiflcant" impact x negative "minor" impact
xx negative "intermediate" impact xxx negative .major" impact
v positive impact * mitigable impact
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Figure 5.1: Nct%'vork orpotcnitial cnviiontrTciltal impacts of tlic RE projcct

PHASE DIRECT IMPACTS POSSIBLE CONSEQUENCES
t |En-croachmenl on nalural ecological zones WMmo-r -10

*1 DESIGN AND tEncroachmen on agricultural and residential Negative impacts on local socto-economy of PAH
PRECONSTRUCTION lands 'Intemiediate I in|emiediate, miligable

* Encroachment on histones/cultural sies No

Air, noise, vibration pollulion Minor Health problems Minor, mitigable

THE PROJECT CONSTRUCTION F Walerpollution Mlnor Health problem Mior, mitigable Soa-economicproblem Mnor
(SOUhRei) Aquatic ecosystem Minor, mitigable SaiTooi rbe io

Connlict between workers and local people
Minor, miligable

.Promotion of socio-economic development in rural
> Induced development + area Major, positive Increase of economic growth and environmental

Induced development * ~~~Change in landuse Positive impact problems
*Environment pollution 'Inlermediale', miligable

OPERATION

Possblbe environmenlal risks * Threat to life and economy in the areas FSocio - economic problems Minor
(eleCtncal shocks, fire) Minor, mfligable
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5.1.4 Indirect Socio-Economic Impacts of the Project (Positive Impacts)

Overall Impacts

* One of the indirect impacts of the project is the increase of land value. The cost of land in the
electrified communes will increase.

* The project will promote industrialization and urbanization in the rural area. Consequently,
this will promote socio-economnic growth in the remote rural communes in the South Vietnam.

With this positive impact, the life of the majority of local households will be significantly improved.
This project will play a great role in the development of not only energy, but also local education and
culture, which are still poorly developed in the rural area of 8 provinces in the project site

Promotion of Economy

Agriculture, aquaculture and industry in the 63 communes will be strongly promoted. All planned
projects for socio-economic development in the 8 provinces will have a good chance for
implementation.

Enhancement of Woman Roles in the Societ'

The project will not specifically focus on the roles of local women in the society. However, with the
expected economic Improvement created by the project, participation of women, particularly women
of minor ethnic groups in Lam Dong, Binh Phuoc provinces and in the Mekong Delta into the socio-
economy and public activities will be promoted. Opportunities for women in education, culture and
general employment will be significantly improved by the enhancement and further development of
the local infrastructure.

Changes in Employment Opportunity

Construction of the electric network in 63 communes will provide significant temporary employment
for local labourers and construction workers. A lot of villagers will be enrolled in the construction
phase. The existing rural settlements may be expected to become more urban in character during
operation period. Therefore, it may be concluded that positive impacts of the project are expected to
be much higher than any potential losses caused by the negative impacts on local socio-economy and
on the natural environment.

Detailed assessment of the above anticipated impacts is given in Sections 5.2; 5.3 and 5.4.

5.2 Impacts Associated with the Pre-construction Phase

In this phase of the project, the project activities in preparation of ROW will create significant impacts
on the households who will lose partly or totally housing facilities or lands for the preparation of
ROW. Due to the number of the project affected households (PAHs) will be high, this impact is
assessed as "intermediate".

5.2.1 Statistic of PAHs and Assets Affected by the Project

Number of PAHs

According to results of the PC2's survey programs in 63 communes of 8 provinces total number of
PAHs is 9,0841; total affected persons is 47,195; in which

* Tra Vinh has 1,763 PAHs with 9,697 persons

* Soc Trang has 85 PAHs witl .468 persons

* Kien Giang has 521 PAHs with 866 persons

* Bac Lieu has 1,248 PAHs with 7,062 persons
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Ca Mau has 2.565 PAHs with 14,108 persons

Lam Dong has 1,006 PAHs with 5.530 persons

Binh Phuoc has 1.255 PAHs with 6,903 persons

* Dong Nat has 102 PAMHs with 561 persons

Classification of PAHs by Affected Categories

Identification of categories is given by EVN Based on the field surveys the classification of PAHs
according to categories is given as follows

Category) PAH affected temporaril; witil agricultural -forest land

1, 1 98 PAHs belong to Category 1, in which
Kien Giang has 297 PAHs
Bac Lieu has 537 PAHs
Ca Mau has 157 PAlis
Lamn Dong has 207 PAHs

Category 2 PAH onlb affected temporanly on residential and planting land without houses anzd/or
structure located in ROW

5,752 PAHs belong to Category 2, in which
Tra Vinh has 1,763 PAHs
Soc Trang has 41 PAHs
Kien Giang has 500 PAHs
Bac Lieu has 1,129 PAlIs
Ca Mau has 653 PA-Hs
Lam Dong has 309 PAHs
Binh Phuoc has 1.255 PAHs
Dong Nai has 102 PAHs

Category 3 PAH with their houses withi tihe ROW must be removed, housing area need to be
removed < 25% the iotal housing area-

988 PAHs belong to Category 3, in which
Tra Vinh has 106 PAHs
Soc Trang has 81 PAHs
Kien Giang has 116 PAHis
Ca Mau has 598 PAHs
Lam Dong has 23 PAHs
Binh Phuoc has | 64 PAHs

Category 4 PAHs lose >25% of their house or less but with irreparable damoges to the house
portion left standing Thie lost house area will be rebuilt in adjacent areas already owned bY the
PAHs

290 PAHs belong to Caiegory 4. in which
Kien Giang has 97 PAHs

Bac Lieu has P 43 PASers
Ca Mau lias 50 PAHs
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Categoriv 5 PAHs with tlieii hIOuSL.% wihlini tle ROW niust be remnoved. housing area reynove'd > 25%
iotal overall houSing area or < 25% total overall houtsing areal huti par! removed ca7 damniagc fot
general sntucture of /IC h0use. remaining land partI is n0ot enough to reconstruct the house, therefore
u have to move lo atiotiher place

In the project, there are no PAHs in Category 5

Category 6 PAH affected permanentll,for polefoundaions

There are 5,726 PAHs belonging to Category 6

Area to be Cleared for ROW

Total land area tak-en for ROW is 7,844 528 m2 (in which 5,926,550 m2 used for ROW of MV lines,
and 1,917,978 m

2 used for ROW of LV lines)

Total land area affected permanently 207,835 m2

Total Land area affected temporanly 7,636,693 m2

In which, private land affected permanently is 67,241 m2, mamly in Kien Giang, Bac Lieu and Ca
Mau (Table 5 3)

Table 5.3: Area of private land will permanently affected by the project

Province Land Acquisition

Tra Vinh

Soc Trang 1,458
Kien Giang 28,681
Bac Lieu 20.703
Ca Mau 15.254
Lam Dong 1.516
Binh Phuoc 0
DongNai 129
Total 67,241

Source Adapted from F/S Report of PC2 2003

Loss of Plants and Crops

Beside land and houses affected, the project also affects 146,439 fruit and industrial trees, including
21,595 coconut trees, 14,849 cashew trees, 4,027 mango trees. 8,784 coffee trees, 188 golden oak,
3,177 rubber trees, 7,198 bamboo trees, 3,538 eucalyptus trees and 82,879 others, 30,990 m.2 of farm
plants and 739 542 m2 of paddy will also lost by the project

Number of PAHs according to categones, area of affected land and number of trees to be cut of each
provmce is indicated in Table 5 4 and summarized in Table 5.5

With the above indicated data, considering the total area and total population of 63 communes and the
positive impacts of the project, the anticipated negative impacts created by the project is assessed as
'iniermnediate" but "iningable" according to the impact classification given in Section 1 2 The PMU
and EVN should set up and implement a proper RAP to mitigate the socio-economlc negative impacts
of the project
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5.2.2 Impacts on Ethnic Minorities (EM)

Distribution of Ethnic Minorities

l In 63 communes of the project beside of the major ethnic group (Kinh) there are 7 minor
ethnic groups: Khmer, K'Ho, Stieng, Tay, Nung, Muong and Hoa (Chinese).

* Khmer ethnic people live mainly in provinces of Tra Vinh, Soc Trang, Kien Giang, Ca Mau,
Bac Lieu (the Mekong Delta) and Binh Phuoc.

* Stieng people live in Binh Phuoc province.

* K'Ho people live mainly in Lam Dong province.

* Tay, Nung, Muong peoples living in Lam Dong, Binh Phuoc, Dong Nai immigrated from the
Northern provinces after 1975.

* Hoa (Chinese) people have settled in all towns in the 8 provinces.

Socio-economic Condition of Ethnic Minorities

The ethnic minorities in the project areas live in groups. Their main economic activities are on rice
cultivation (Khmer), industrial tree cultivation, forestry (Stieng and K'Ho) and small industry and
trade (Chinese)

Kh'mers, K'Hos, Tays, Nungs, Muongs, Stiengs live closely with nature. Their lives greatly depend
on the natural environment. At present, their living standards are low, due to low productivity in
agriculture, forestry and less development of industry service and education.

Chinese mainly live and work in towns. Their income is high and stable.

Most ethnic minorities maintain their traditional cultures. Ethnic people have their own languages.
However, most of them can speak the national Vietnamese language.

To support economic and educational development for the ethnic minorities is priority in socio-
economic policies of the Government of Vietnam. The Government and local authorities create
various programs to improve economy, health care, education and poverty alleviation for areas where
is location of minor ethnic groups, particularly Kh'mers, K'Hos, Stiengs, Tays, Nungs etc. Therefore,
at present socio-economic conditions of the ethnic minorities in the Central Highland and the Mekong
Delta are greatly increased. This project of rural electrification is aimed to support K'Ho, Kh'mers
and all peoples in 63 project communes improvement of their lives.

* Household characteristics: The average number of people per household is 6.5, higher than that
of the whole country (4.97) as an ethnic family usually comprises several generations Most
households are headed by men.

* Education: About 100% household heads are literate, of which 93% finished primar'] level, 7%
recorded secondary level.

* Housing condition .Accordmg to Vietnamese House Classification, 5% of houses of Kh'mers and
K'Hos is of class 4 and 95% is temporary houses.

* Arable land: Beside the ROW and garden area (about 400.800m2 households) around ethnic
people's houses, there are agricultural land. Cultivation in this area is mainly on rice, maize,
cashew trees (Stieng, Tay, Nung, K'Ho). Each households has 2,000-10,000m2 (Kh'mers) and
5,000-20,000m 2 (K'Hos, Stiengs).

* Domestic amenities: Modern domestic facilities are still low: only 7% of households have TV
sets, 10% of households have motorbikes, 70% of households have bicycles. Most of households
in the project's communes do not have electricity supply.
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Table 5.4: Data on PAHs according to catcgorizcd and afTectcd areas causcd by the projcct in 8 Southern provinices

Province Categor Number of PAHs Houses Affected Residential Land Agricultural Land Forest Land Nof4mHgeProvince Category Number of PAHs (m2) Affected (m2) Affected Affected o of4m(treHge) Farm(m PaddyField (ml
________ _______ __ _____ ______ _______ ______ _ _______ _______ Perm anently (inl) Perm anently (m t) T e s (r e a m (i 2 a d il i '

TRAVINH 2 1,763 . 35,261
3 106 7,124

SOCTRANG 2 41 - - 5,615
3 81 1,120 1,141 .
6 85 - - 1,458

KIENGIANG 1 297 - 105,927 20.800
2 500 - 39,065 -
3 116 2,634
4 97 4,154 -

6 521 - 28,681 _ .
BACLIEU 1 537 - 226,718 1.690

2 1,129 - 13,985 -
4 143 5,321 4,825 -
6 1,284 - 20,703 -

CAMAU 1 157 - 359,109 8,300
2 653 - - 27,333
3 598 8,215 8,215
4 50 1,396 1,396
6 2,694 - - 14,750 504

BINHPHUOC 2 1,255 - - - 22,534
3 64 344

DONGNAI 2 102 - 1,593
6 77 129

LAMDONG 1 207 47,788
2 309 - 1,053 -
3 23 122 122 - .
6 1,065 1,415 100,5

Soiuce Adapicd from RAP Reporl of l'C2, 2003
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Table 5.5: Sumtnnary of the impacts created by the project on PAHs in eight Southern provinces

Category No of PAHs Area of Affected Area of Residential Area of Affected Area of Affected No of 4m-Higher Area of Affected Farm Area of Affected Paddy
Ctgr NofPH House (m2l Land (ml) Agricultural Land (i2) Forest Land Wm2) Trees to be Cut (tree) (m2) Field (n2

)

1 1,198 - - 739,542 30,790
2 5,752 - - 146,439 -
3 988 19,559 12,292 .
4 290 10,871 10,375 -
5 0 -

6 5,726 _ 67,136 604,5 . _ . .
Source Adapted from RAP Report or PC2, 2003
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Project Potential Impacts on Ethnic Minorities

Number of ethnic minorities households affected by land acquisition is 371 in which

Impact on houses ROW.
No house or cultural sites of ethnic communities will be affected by ROW.

Inpact on permanent land acquisition
Most ethnic PAHs have large arable land (2,000-20,000m2), thus the 3-6m2 for each electric pole
foundation is quite small compared to the total arable area of the PAHs Therefore, this will not
influence PAHs' long-term revenue

Impact on crops and trees
Ethnic people's cultivation is mainly on nce, corn and industnal trees, and fruit trees Area and
number of trees to be cut are small (Table 5.6)

From the data obtained by the socio-economic study teams comparmg with the calculated PAHs and
land areas of the EMs to be lost for the Project it is assessed that the Project will mainly create good
condition for the EMs in the provmces, its impacts on EM's PAH are expected but minor and
mitigable

Table 5.6: Number of EM PAH in the project's province

Province [ Commune No of EM PAH No of Affected Person Name of EM
TRAVINH I Nguyet Hoa 12 65 Kh'me
SOCTRANG Vinh Chau 13 82 Kh'me. Hoa
KIENGIANG Hoa Thuan 2 11 Kh'me

Vinh Hoa 6 31 Kh'me
CAMAU Tam Duyet 2 15 Kh'me

Tam An 3 19 Kh'me
LAMDONG B'La 5 23 Moung, Tay, Kh'me

Tan Lac 4 20 Tay
Da k'Nang 41 201 K'ho

BINHPHUOC Loc Tan 1 2 Stieng
Loc An 33 167 Stieng
Phuoc Tin 7 12 Stieng
Phu Rieng 59 275 Stieng
Binh Phuoc 35 189 Stieng
Dak nhau 16 85 Sbeng
Minh Duc 12 65 Stieng
Loc Hoa 7 31 Stieng
Tan Loi 40 203 Tay, Nung
Tan Hoa 85 341 Tay, Nung

Total 19 communes 295 1,305 7 EM

Source Adapted from RAP Repon of PC - 2, 2003

5.2.3 Impacts caused by the War Residues (Explosive Materials and Toxic
Chemicals)

In the Vietnam War (1961-1975), American Army had sprayed millions of litres of the herbicide,
mainly agent Orange, and tens of thousands of tons of other toxic chemucals, mainly CS, on a large
area of Lam Dong. Binh Phuoc, Dong Nai and mangrove forests In Bac Lieu, Ca Mau and
Kien Giang However, after 30 years, toxic chemical residues with evident amounts in all project's
communes do not occur, all CS-containers have been removed and detoxified Therefore, impacts by
toxic chemicals on the project preparation for ROW are not expected

The problem to be considered is residue of explosive materials, including mines and cannon ball in
the communes of Binh Phuoc and Lam Dong which may occur This problem may cause damage to
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health of construction workers Therefore. during the ROW preparation PC2 will collaborate with the
Provincial Military Engineering Corp to determine location and remove all explosive materials

At present, explosive materials do not exist in the communes in the Mekong Delta

5.3 Impacts Associated with the Construction Phase

Dunng the construction phase the expected potential environmental impacts are identified in
Section 5 1.2

The identified environmental impacis are assessed as negative. However, thel' will be short-term,
local, minor and mitigable. due to the construction activities will only occur in a short duration and
scales ofconstruction (erection ofpoles and substation) are small

The main impacts are assessed as follows

5.3.1 Impacts on Air Quality

In the construction phase air pollution is produced by dust (total suspended particulate, TSP), toxic
gases (SO2, NOx, CO, volatile organic compounds- VOC) from construction equipment and earth
works.

The major air pollutant m construction phase will be dust produced by earth works (diggmg,
excavating, filling, levelling), using motonzed machmes The affected receptors are areas surrounding
the construction sites, as well as houses, cultural, religious buildmgs located at a distance of about
50m from the construction site At this distance in the dry season and at the peak construction hours,
ambient air quality may be degraded However, number of truck and/or construction machines used
for excavating pole's foundation are small so the impact of air pollution on these types of receptors is
minor

According to monitoring dala at various construction siles in Vietnam in thle normal weather
conditions, tflis impact on air quality is only local (only evident at and nearby thle construction sites)
and temporary (only in the construction period)

5.3.2 Noise and Vibration Impacts During the Construction Phase

Noise Impact

According to monitonng data, the present noise levels m the rural areas in the project site are low and
meet the Vietnam Noise Standards (TCVN 5949-1995) (Table 5 7) Table 5 8 shows ambient air
values recommended by The World Bank (WB) Companson between WB guidelines and Vietnam
loise Standard shows that for the same norm (commercial area) of Vietnam Standard is stricter Used

of Vietnam Standard will meet the WB guidelines

Table 5.7: (TCVN 5949-1995) Vietnamese Permissible Noise Level in public and residential area (in dBA)

Area Penod of Time
From 6h-18h From 18h-22h From 22h-6h

Areas needing special low noise
(Hospitals, libraries sanatona, kindergartens, schools) 50 45 40

Residential area
(Hotels, administration offices, apartment houses etc 60 55 45

Commercial and service areas 70 70 50
Small industnal factories in residential areas 75 70 50

Source MoSTE. Vieinam SLandards oii the Enivironment 1995
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Table 5.8: World Bank Ambicnt Noise Quality

Maximum Allowable Leq.
Receptor (hourly in dB(A)

Day time (7:00-22:00) Night time (22:00-7:00)
Residential, institutional educational 55 45
Industrial commercial 70 70

Source: WB Thermal Power - Guideline for New Plant, 1999

At present, only at the sites located at the road sides noise levels are sometimes higher than the
standards. Construction activities will contribute to noise pollution at the construction and
surrounding sites.

During the construction phase noise pollution may be caused by:

* Construction equipment

* Earth excavating activity

* Generators (if any)

* Vehicles used for material and pole transport

According to data of the Federal Highway Administration (FHA) of the USA the A-weighted sound
level ranges of construction equipment are given in Table 5.9.

Table 5.9: Sound levels ranges of construction equipment

Equipment Noise Level at 15 m (dBA) Regulation of the General
Service Administration (USA)

Pile drivers (peak level) 90-104 95

Jackhammers and drills 76-99 75

Trucks 70-96 75

Front loaders 72-96 75

Compactors (rollers) 72-88 75

Backhoes 72-93 75

Tractors 73-96 75

Scrapers, graders 77-95 75-80

Pavers 82-92 80

Concrete mixers 71-90 75

Movable cranes 75-95 75

Generators 70-82 75

Vibrators 70-80 75

Source FHA

Noise level of special construction activities are evaluated as follow:

Earth moving activity:

The work will require some types of machines, including trucks for earth excavating and moving.
-Noise from this equipment can reach 90 dBA each at 15 meters distance. If the noise at receptors is
too high, measures will be taken in order to protect sensitive receptors from noise impact. The time of
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work should be appropriate to the receptors As the site is very small, earthworks will be generally
limited, there fore noise impact is assessed as minor and local.

Vibration Impact

During construction, the major potential vibration sources are material transport activity However,
this impact will be minior and short-ternm.

5.3.3 Acidification
In this construction phase at each commnune various poles will be erected. Volume of earth to be
excavated is 8m3 for 3 phase MV pole and 6.4m3 for LV pole. Amount of waste (redundant) earth in
0.3m3 for each MV pole and 0.72m3 for each LV pole.

In communes at Tra Vinh, Soc Trang, Kien Giang and Bac Lieu (in the Mekong Delta), a large area of
acid sulphate soils occur. In case of disposal of waste earth, containing acid materials into
surrounding, acidification may be created when pyrite (FeS2 ) in the soil will be exposed to the air and
water.

The conversion of ferrous sulphate to ferric sulphate occurs very slowly below pH4, but is rapid m the
presence of microbial catalysts such as iron-oxidizing bactena, which can mcrease the rate of
oxidation a million-fold.

According to a Study of NEDECO for the WrB's Project of Rehabilitation of the Inland Waterway
Transport in the Mekong Delta (1999) from 1m3 of severe ASS 20-60 moles of acid may be created
when it will be exposed to the air and water.

Run-off water may transport acidic materials to rivers, canals or ponds causing water acidification.
A high acidity (low pH) can kill shrimp and fish.

Generalized short-term effects of acidity upon fish according to Wellburn (1988) are shown in
Table 5.10.

Table 5.10: Short-term effect of acidity on fish species

pH range Effect
6.5-9.0 No effect
6.0-6.4 Unlikely to be harmful/except when C02 level are very high (> 1000 mg/L)
5.0-5.9 Not especially harmful except when C02 levels are high (>20 mg/L or ferric irons are present
4.5-4.9 Harmful to the eggs of salmon and trout species and to adult fish when Ca2+, Na+ and Cl- are low
4.0-4 4 Harmtul to adult fish of many types
3 5-3.9 Lethal to salmonids
3.0-3 4 Most fish are killed within hours
Source: Wellburn (1988)

Because a large proportion of the excavated soil will be re-used for site construction and will be
compacted and covered by sand, stone, and concrete, acidic materials will not greatly leak into rice
fields, aquacultural ponds or canals.

Therefore, the impact of qcidification on water quality caused by excavation of acid sulfate soils for
making foundations of poles in the communes in the Mekoong Delta will not be a serious problem.
However, various proper measuresfor acidification prevention. control will be applied (Sectioni 6) In
the communes of /lhe Laoi Dong, Dong Noi, Bin/i Phiuoc. acid sulfate soils do not occur, therefore
acidfication caused by; eor/i eaxcovation is not expected.
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5.3.4 Impacts Associated With Worker Concentration

During the construction phase in each commune about 5-10 construction workers will work. The
following impacts may be contemplated.

Environmental Pollution

Environmental pollution will be a problem at the camping sites, where domestic waste will be created.
Average amounts of waste to be daily produced by a group of 5 workers is estimated as follows.

* Daily domestic wastewater: about 0.5-1.0 m3

* Daily domestic solid wastes: about 5-10 kg
This amount of domestic wastes is small but it is necessary to be considered in management of
sanitation during construction activity at each commune.

Possible Transmission of Infections Diseases from Workers to Local Population and Vice Versa

In the remote rural communes in eight provinces of the project communicable diseases, such as water-
born diseases (diarrhoea, dysentery, typhoid fever), vector-born diseases (Dengue fever, Malaria) are
still common. In the circumstance of low sanitary conditions and daily contact between local people
and construction workers, infections diseases may be transmitted from workers to local people and
vice versa. However, transmission of infection diseases will not occur if effective mitigation measures
will be adopted.

Conflict Between Construction Workers and Local People

In some cases, conflicts between the construction workers and local people may be caused by the
following reasons:

* Difference in customs and traditions

* Difference in income

* Encroachment of workers to historical, traditional sites and customs of local people.

However, in the case of this project this problem is not expected, due to the educational programs of
the Project Management Unit (PMU) and local authonties will be conducted and local people strongly
support this project.

5.3.5 Impacts on Transportation on the Route

In the construction phase in each commune, some trucks will be used for transportmg materials and
poles. Therefore, construction works may cause some impact on the normal traffic activity at local
roads. This activity may affect local traffic during the construction phase. However, number of trucks
used for the project at each commune is very small (1, 2 trucks) this impact is assessed as mitior and
temporary.

5.4 Impacts Associated with the Operation Phase

5.4.1 Social Development and Poverty Alleviation

The Project will provide electricity for tens thousands households in 63 communes of 8 Southern
provinces in Vietnam. This provision will greatly help increase economic development and poverty
alleviation, two pillars of Vietnamese development policy with the contribution of the project in rural
electrification, development of not only agriculture, aquaculture, but also industry, urbanisation and
service sector will be induced in these remote areas. This will create good conditions for improvement
of life of local peoples particularly ethnic minorities. This impact is considered as being major
positive.
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5.4.2 Health and Safety

As the voltage of the project is only 35 kV and lower, the magnetic field generated will have no
impact on health of people living in or near ROW.

Electric shock is a danger for the human life during the operation phase if there is no proper
preventive measure, particularly for the people in the remote areas, where people's knowledge about
electricity is limited. This impact is minor and mitigable.

5.4.3 Induced Development

With the rural electrification in 63 communes remote communes, in the near future several economic
sectors: agriculture, aquaculture, industry, trade, tourism, etc. will be rapidly developed. This will
create good conditions for increase of income, education, health care for local people. On the other
hand, this may cause various environmental problems: water, air pollution, reduction in forest and
wetland area, encroachment into natural reserves; shortage in ground water source, change in life style
etc.

These impacts are expected but may be mitigable by proper policy in sustainable development which
will be considered by GOV as well as provincial PCs.

Table 5.11: Summary ofthe Project's Impacts

Types of Impact Impact Assessment

Pre-Construct'on Phase

Project affected households and land acquisition Intermediate, Mitigable

Impact on ethnic minorities PAHs Minor, Mitigable

Impacts on historic and cultural property No Impact

Impacts on the ecosystem due to ROW preparation Minor

Health risks related to explosive materials and toxic chemicals Minor, Mitigable

Construction Phase

Air, noise pollution Minor, Mitigable

Soil erosion Minor, Mitigable

Water pollution by waste disposal Minor, Mitigable

Water pollution by leakage of acidic materials Minor, Mitigable
Impacts caused by new access roads to remote or sensitive areas Minor, Mitigable

Impacts on health and safety of workers and local people Minor, Mitigable

Social impacts caused by construction workers Minor, Mitigable

Operation Phase

Social Development and Poverty Alleviation Significant, Positive

Health and Safety Minor, Mitigable
Induced Development Major (positive), Minor (negative), Mitigable
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6 Analysis of Arternatives

6.1 Alternatives to the Project

To select the best solution to supply the electricity to the project areas in the South Vietnam some
alternatives may be considered: wind energy, solar energy, small hydropower plants and diesel
generators. The following analysis was given by EVN:

* If diesel or small hydropower plants used, the beneficiaries would be much more limited than
the proposed project.

* If medium hydropower used, network would still need to be developed.

* Wind energy is suitable for only some places along the central coastal zone and islands.

* Solar energy would require tremendous investment to support 63 communes. This region has
high poverty rate, not suitable for large investment.

The most advantageous alternative is to construct the electricity network, due to:

The national network grid was already available, therefore it was most cost effective to add to
the grid rather than to develop new energy sources.

* Network is more reliable - is most common way to utilize energy by grid.

* Grid has added benefit of creating infrastructure for installing fibre-optic cables and other
communications lines.

* Cost for this alternative is lower than the other ones

6.2 Alternatives Within the Project

For within the project, the following alternatives were considered: choice of optimal voltage of
network, alignment of transmission and distribution lines, access routes for construction and
operation, capacity of transformers, and location of substation. Since this project is the second phase
of the Rural Energy Project I, one of the criteria in considering the project's alternatives is that its
main features need to be consistent with those of the first phase, which have been taken into
consideration during the execution of FS, EIA, and Technical Design of the project-Phase 1.

6.3 The "No Project" Alternative

If the "No Project" alternative was implemented, 63 communes with tens of thousands of households
in the Southern 8 provinces could not access the network for use of electricity. Some of the poorest
people in the country's remote areas will not likely have access to electricity of any kind in the near
future. This will affect the chances of economic development and poverty alleviation for rural
peoples, particularly for minor ethnic groups in the project areas.
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7 Environmental Management Plan

According to the World Bank Operational Policies (OP.4.01, January, 1999) the "Enivironmnental
Managemnent Plan (EMP) consists of mzitigalio, monitoring anld institutional measures to be taken
during implementation and operation to eliminate adverse environmential and social impacts, offset
them, or reduce them to acceptable levels."

The World Bank OP.4.0] also considers that "EMP are essential elements of EA reports for Category
A projects". The Rural Energy Project (Phase II) does not belongs to Category A but it is also need
the following measures recommended by this EIA study to prevent and mitigate potential impacts and
to manage the project in the pre-construction, construction and operation phases.

7.1 Mitigation Measures in the Design and Pre-Construction Phase

7.1.1 Limitation of Encroachment Into Densely Populated and Natural, Historical
Protected Areas

In the F/S the PC2 has selected alignment with minimum encroachment to the existing residential.
historical and religious sites. Most of the lines of 1,425 km will be installed along the existing
roadsides.

There are no churches, temples, pagodas, natural forests, or wildlife sanctuaries at the ROW in 63
communes of the project area that could be encroached upon by construction or operation of the
project. However, about 9,841 households in 63 communes will be partly or fully affected by the
project. Therefore, appropriate measures for mitigation in socio-economic impacts should be used
though a Resettlement Action Plan (RAP).

7.1.2 Resettlement Action Plan (RAP)

In principal, the RAP should be prepared by the project based on the Vietnamese legislation and the
WB guidelines.

The basic guiding principle of the World Bank's policy on Involuntary Resettlement (World BankL
OD 4.30) is that the affected people should be "assisted in their efforts to improve their former living
standards, income earning capacity, and production levels, or at least to restore them."

OD 4.30 further stipulates that absence of legal title to land cannot be considered as an obstacle to
compensation and rehabilitation privileges. All persons affected by the project, especially the poorer,
land-less and semi-land-less sectors should be included in the compensation, resettlement and
rehabilitation package.

In recent years, the Government of Vietnam (GOV) has issued various policies, and guidelines for
compensationi and support to PAHs in rehabilitation living. Each province, based on the general
policy of the Govemment, has its own resettlement policy. To better support PAlis, PC2 has prepared
a RAP for this project following the Guidelines of the Government, related provinces combined with
the WB polfcies. Applying this RAP the negative impacts on the PAHs are expected to be
significantly mitigated. The main items of the RAP are:

* Select aligrnment with minimum affect to houses, shops, cultural, historical site

* Land acquisition will be minimized

* PAlHs will be fairly compensated and supported for loss of land and/or houses.
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Subsidy Allowances

Besides the direct compensation for the losses, RAPs are also entitled to subsidies/allowances as
stipulated in the Decree No.22. 1998 of Government.

Subsidy for house moving (transport allowance)

This allowance is for PAPs who are totally impacted on houses and have to be moved to new sites or
reorganized to the remaining residential areas: i) PAPs which have to move their houses to new places
within the province will be entitled to an allowance from 1,000,000 VND to 3,000,000 VND; ii) PAPs
which have to.relocate out of their provinces will be entitled to transport allowance of 3,000,000 VND
to 5,000,000 VND. This subsidy allowance is for the transportation of their salvageable matenals and
living facilities.

Relocation subsidyfor resettlement

This subsidy allowance is a food allowance for PAPs who are totally impacted on house and therefore
have to reconstruct their new houses. Each member of.PAP will be subsidized 30kg of rice
(equivalent) /month for six months.

Allowance for PAPs have person getting social subsidy by GOV

If PAPs have to be relocated will be subsidized with an allowance of 1,000,000 VND.

Timel)' movement incentive

PAPs who relocate on timely manner will get a maximum bonus of 5,000,000 VND/household.

Rehabilitation allowance

PAPs, who are permanently affected more than 25% of productive land or incomes, will be entitled to
training 1,000,000 VND/ person.

According to the result of PC2 inventory, there are no PAPs who would be permanently affected more
than 25% of their total productive land or income resources. Therefore, the economic restoration
program is not required. However, if the designs have been changed in the detail design phase and
there are PAPs permanently affected more than 25% of their incomes, the proposal for rehabilitation
program will be developed by PC2 based on consultation with local authonties and PAPs

Compensation Modes

* PAHs lose more than 25% of total land can opt land for land or cash for land.

* PAHs lose less than 25% of their land, compensation for land will be given m cash.

* Compensation for crops will be given in cash at current market rates calculated on the
productive average of the last three years.

* Compensation for houses, buildings and trees will be provided. in cash at substitution cost
rates.

General Resettlement Action Plan for the Southern Region of the Project (Phase II) is indicated in
Table 7.1.

Cost Estimation for RAP Implementation

According to PC2 study total cost estimated for the RAP is VND 22,084,270,000 equal to
USD 1,424,792.
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Table 7.1: Summary on RAP, prepared by PC2 (project investor)

Household Definition Quantity Legality Compensation Policies Implementing Measures
Category of PAHs _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1 Being affected temporarily on 1,198 All PAH having certificate of land Compensated in cash at market prices or The provincial or district compensation Committees will adjust the
agriculture, forestry land occupancy or, in absence of it, PAH substitution rates respectively for harvests lost and compensation unit cost before compensating for PAH (if
within the ROW recognized as stabie occupants by the trees lost. necessary). It will be compensated at least 4 months earlier

communal authority or simply PAH before construction.
included in the PAH inventory.

2 Being affected temporarily on 5,752 All PAH having certificate of land Compensated in cash at market prices or The provincial or district compensation Committees will adjust the
residential and planting land occupancy or, in absence of it, PAH substitution rates respectively for harvests lost and compensation unit cost before compensating for PAH (if
without construction works recognized as stable occupants by at least trees lost. necessary). It will be compensated at least 4 months earlier
within the ROW two neighbours, or simply PAH included in before construction.

the PAH inventory.

3 Being affected a part of 988 All PAH having certificate of land The PAHs will be: The provincial or district compensation Committees will adjust the
house and land within the occupancy or, in absence of it, PAH a) Compensated in cash at substitution rate compensation unit cost before compensating for PAH (if
ROW, with available land recognized as stable occupants by at least calculated on house's type and quality. necessary). Houses and housing land will be compensated at
beside, affected part with two neighbours, or simply PAH included in b) Compensated in cash for housing land least 4 months earlier before construction. In case, the
area <25% total overall the PAH inventory demolished parts can damage to the remaining structure, the
house structure will be also compensated PAHS receiving compensated

cost and reconstructing their houses by themselves.
4 Being affected a part of 290 All PAH having certificate of land The PAHS will be: The provincial or distnct compensation Committees will adjust the

house and land within the occupancy or, in absence of it, PAH a) Compensated in cashal substitution rate compensation unit cost before compensating for PAH (if
ROW, with available land recognized as stable occupants by at least calculated on house's type and quality, necessary). Houses and housing land will be compensated at
beside, affected part with two neighbours, or simply PAH included in b a cueate in cas for an la least 4 months earlier before construction. The PAHS receiving
area >25% total overall the PAH inventory. b) Compensated in cash for housing land compensated cost and reconstructing their houses by
house or less if partial c) Relocation allowance themselves.
demolition can damage the
general house structure

5 Having a partly or wholly 0 All PAH having certificate of land a) Compensated in cash for overall land and The provincial or district compensation Committees will adjust the
affected house but without occupancy or, in absence of it, PAH assets on the land, buying other land by compensation unit cost before compensating for PAH(if
spare land for reconstruction recognized as stable occupants by at least themselves and reconstructing other houses. necessary). Houses and housing land will be compensated at

two neighbours, or simply PAH included in b) Compensated with other land and in cash for least 4 months earlier before construction The PAHS receiving
the PAH inventory . assets on the land, and reconstructing other compensated cost and reconstructing their houses by

houses on compensated land by themselves themselves.
c) Relocation, transport allowances, incentive

movement

6 Land occupied permanently 5,726 All PAH having certificale of land Compensated in cash for land and assets The provincial or district compensationi Cominitlees will adli ist the
for pole foundations occupancy or, in absence of it, PAH affected. compensation unit cost before compensating for PAH (if

recognized as stable occupants by the necessary) Houses and housing land will be compensated at
._________ _____________communal authority least 4 months earlier before construction.

,st,iice Ada;picd fonili RAP of lC2. Scpicinhcr 2003
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7.1.3 Investigation and Removal of War Residues (Mines and Toxic Cemicals)
Before Construction

To avoid any risks to workers, during the design phase the Project will cooperate with the Military
Engineering Units to find and removal residual munes and chemicals in the ROWs The provinces
may have war residues are Lam Dong, Binh Phuoc and Dong Nai This problem may not occur in the
Mekong Delta

7.2 Mitigating Measures in the Construction Phase

7.2.1 Mitigating Measures for Impacts on Natural Ecosystems

Protection of Terrestrial Ecosystems

There is no natural terrestnal reserve in the project area (Appendix 2), specific recommendations for
their conservation are not required However, propaganda and education for construction workers
about wildlife conservation will be conducted, so that, they would not encroach into forest or
protected sites

Protection of Water Quality and Aquatic Ecosystems

* Disposal of solid waste (construction waste, sand, stone etc ) and waste grease and oil from
construction equipment to water source will be avoided All these wastes will be collected and
transported to the approved disposal sites

* Disposal of excavated earth contammg acidic matenals will be avoided This type of soils will
be used for road or house foundation construction

* The project will mstall adequate sanitation systems (for example mobile toilet facilities) for
workers or require them to use public sanitation facilities to prevent untreated or inappropnate
domestic waste discharge

These measures will be required m bidding document and stnctly applied dunng construction

* Discharge and disposal of domestic waste from construction camps into water sources will be
avoided Domestic solid wastes will be collected and transported to the disposal sites of each
communes

7.2.2 Prevention of Soil Erosion and Soil Loss

Soil erosion will be well managed dunng the construction phase After finishing, foundation of the
pole excavated will be strongly compacted to avoid soil erosion caused by run-off water

7.2.3 Mitigation Measures for Impacts on Air Quality in the Construction Pzhase

Air pollution will be an environmental problem during the construction phase The following
recommendations are given to miutigate air pollution at the construction site

* Vehicles, trucks, construction equipment used in this project will be checked for their noise
level, to meet the Vietnamese Standards (TCVN 5948-1995)

* During the dry season m some places, particularly in communes of Lam Dong, Binh Phuoc
and Dong Nai, penodic watenng of construction sites will be necessary for dust control

* All vehicles transporting construction materials (sand, clay, cement, stones, etc ) will be
covered to prevent dust dispersion Installation and maintenance of mufflers on vehicles are
necessary

All above suggested measures will be included in bidding document
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7.2.4 Mitigation of Noise Impacts in the Construction Phase

According to various studies on impacts of noise from transport, it is necessary to indicate that even at
a distance of 100m from a strong noise source (>90 dBA) the sensitive receptors (residential,
historical, religious, sites, schools, office buildings etc) will still receive noise level higher than the
Vietnamese Standard for residential areas (60 dBA - day time). Therefore, the various following
measures should be applied to prevent noise impact from construction equipment and vehicles.

Noise Prevention for Sensitive Receptors

If the required distance is impossible where construction operation will be necessary, measures of
noise prevention for sensitive receptors should be considered: noise generation sources will avoided in
the night time and installation of adequate barrier at schools, temples, offices etc. for noise control.

Operation of heavy vehicles in the centre of communes must also be properly managed to reduce
noise generation, particularly at places near sensitive receptors (churches, schools, temples, offices
etc.).

7.2.5 Vibration Control

From vibration impact assessment described in Section 5 it is necessary to point out that vibration will
be only a minor impact, therefore specific measure for vibration control is not necessary.

7.2.6 Prevention of Labour Accidents and Occupational Health for Construction
Workers

Besides education for workers in electric safety, installation of adequate construction camps and
sanitation facilities for construction workers to control transmission of infections diseases will be
necessary. Constructors will provide workers with equipment for noise, vibration and dust control,
where and when it is necessary.

Medical station at each commune will help construction workers when they will get labour nsks.

7.3 Mitigating Measures in the Operation Phase

7.3.1 Control of Fire Hazards

The following measures will be implemented by PC2:

* Design substation with fire detection and prevention equipment;

* Train workers in fire prevention and fighting;

* Conduct regular monitoring of fire prevention compliance

7.3.2 Control of Electric Shock

* Distribute educational pamphlets on electrical safety in conmmunes where knowledge of
electricity is low.

* Place "Danger-Warning" signs at appropriate locations (e.g. foot of poles, substations).

* Ensure appropriate specifications for MV and LV lines.

* Ensure safety equipment (surge arrestors, lightning arrestors, breakers, insulated wires) are
purchased, installed, and maintained.

* Provide training for at least one person in each comnmune to assist residents with minor in-
house repairs.
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7.4 Environmental Monitoring Plan

In order to properly control environmental impacts of the project as well as evaluate effectiveness of
mitigation measures, some programs of monitoring and oversight of the project will be implemiiented.

7.4.1 Legal and Institutional Backgrounds

Legal Documents

Monitoring for project implementation is required by the Government of Vietnam as well as the
World Bank. The major legal documents related to requirement in environmental monitoring are
mdicated as follows.

* Environmental Protection Law of Vietnam, issued on 10th January 1994 by Order of the
President.

* Decree NI 75/CP on 18th October 1994 issued by the Government, guiding implementation of
the Environmental Protection Law.

* Circular N276-TT/Mtg on 6th March 1997 issued by the Ministry Science, Technology and
Environment (MOSTE) guiding implementation of pollution control and environmental
monitoring after approval of EIA report

* Guideline of World Bank (OD 4.00, October 1989; OD 4.30, OP 4.01, January 1999).

Monitoring Agencies

In Vietnam, now the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) within MoNRE is responsible
for the national wide environmental management including environmental monitoring. A National
Monitoring System which has been set up by the former MoSTE from 1994 includes various
environmental research centres. These centres carry out monitonng on air, water quality and wildlife
in the selected areas and prepare reports to DEP.

According to the law, projects and/or companies which may have environmental problems may carry
out themselves suitable monitoring programs during construction and operation ("internal
monitoring").

At provincial level, Departments of Natural Resources and Environment (DoNRE) are responsible for
environmental management for this project m each province. However, "external environmental
monitoring" should be done by independent environmental agencies.

7.4.2 Environmental Monitoring Organization
During Pre-construction Phase

There was not any agency responsible for environmental monitoring in process of F/S stu'dy for this
project.

During the Construction Phase

The Project Management Unit (PMU) of PC2 or Proyincial Power Services (PPS) will be responsible
for internal environment monitoring in each province.

During Operational Phase

The PMU or Provincial Power Services will be responsible for internal environment monitoring.
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External environmenl nolniloring for both last plhases will be implemented by an independent
environmental monitoring agency which will be selected by the WB and/or provincial DoNRE.
Budget for all extemal monitoring programs will be included in loan from WB.

7.4.3 Natural Environmental Monitoring

Natural environmental monitoring programs will be implemetited in three phases. Pre-construction,
Construction and Operation of the project.

Monitoring programs in the Pre-construction phase focus on collecting baseline data on existing
environmental conditions at the project sites. Monitoring programs in other phases aim at obtaining
sufficient data to precisely evaluate the impact of the project and the effectiveness of the mitigation
measures.

Air Quality Monitoring

Methodology

According to MoNRE requirements the standard monitoring equipment and standard methods for air
sampling, storage analysis and reporting, are regulated by the Vietnam National Environmental
Monitoring System (NEMS); Vietnam Ambient Air Quality Standard (TCVN 5937-1995) will be
applied during monitoring in residential areas; Vietnam Standard for Exhaust Emnssions from
Vehicles (TCVN 5948-1995) will be applied for monitoring air emission from vehicles.

Selected parameters to be monitored

Generally, in Vietnam for routine air quality and noise monitoring the following parameter are
required:

* Temperature, humidity, wind velocity and direction

* Dust (as total particulate matter and PM1o)

* Sulphur dioxide (SO2)

Nitrogen dioxide (NO 2 )

* Carbon monoxide (CO)

* Lead (Pb)

* Volatile organic compounds (VOC)

* Noise

In the construction phase, due to air pollution generation sources are too small dust is the major
parameter to be monitored. In the pre-construction and operation phases all above-mentioned
parameters should not be necessary to be monitored.

Location of monitoring sites

In the Pre-construction phase:
* Air quality monitoring is not necessary.

In the construction phase:
* At each commune, a -mmimum of two sites will be chosen at receptors nearby the

construction site with the highest potential to be affected by construction activities.
* Location of the monitoring sites will be mobile depending on construction progress.

In the operation phase:
* Air quality monitoring is not necessary.

Monitoring Frequencj'

During the construction phase:
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Air quality and noise monitoring will be undertaken two times at each commune and in the
event of public complaint.

Water Quality Monitoring

Due to the project activities almost do not cause significant impact on surface and ground water
quality, water quality monitoring is not necessary. Only in cases of acidic leakage from acid sulphate
soil disposal sites, which will be very rare case, water quality of the receiving sources will be
monitored. In this case, pH, Fe, Al and turbidity are parameters to be selected.

Wildlife Monitoring

The project will not cause major adverse impacts on terrestrial biological resources. Therefore,
monitoring program on terrestrial and aquatic wildlife is not required.

7.4.4 Cost of External Natural Environmental Monitoring

Cost of environmental monitoring programmer is estimated as follows.

Activity Estimated Cost (in USD)

During the Pre-Construction phase Not necessary

Dunng the Construction phase
Air, noise, vibration monitoring, including travel, accommodation

Average: 63 communes * USD 200 12,600 USD
Water quality monitoring Not necessary
Terrestrial and aquatic organism monitoring Not necessary

During the operation phase Not necessary

7.4.5 Monitoring on RAP

The implementation of RAP shall be constantly supervised and monitored internally by PC2 and its
Provincial Management Unit in co-ordination with local People's Committees and externally by an
independent environmental institution.

The independent monitoring institution(s) shall be contracted by PC2 immediately after RAP approval
and shall begin supervision and monitorng activities from the beginning of the implementation phase.
Terms of Reference for independent external monitoring will be prepared by PC2 and then submitted
to the World Bank for its concurrence.

Internal Monitoring

Internal supervision and monitonng include the following activities:

* Monitoring the population and the inventory of PAP assets, status, occupations and living
conditions and supervising the implementation of compensation, resettlement and
rehabilitation for the PAP in the terms agreed by the PAPs.

* Monitoring the implementation of resettlement and compensation programs.

* Monitoring the availability and quality of replacement land for resettlement.

* Assess each case of cornplaint and grievance.

* Internal monitonng agencies will prepare a quarterly report on the progress of RAP
implementation. Such a report should be made available to GOV authoiities, AB, and
external monitoring agency/consultants
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Independent (External) Monitoring

Beside evaluation the quarterly reports produced by internal monitors and conduct the same kind of
investigation assigned to internal monitoring, the external monitoring agency will be responsible for
the following duties:

* Evaluation of inventory survey and entitlements determination. Check for the unit costs
applied in RAP to see if they are still at replacement costs/ market prices at the time of RA-P
implementation. Providing recommendation for modification to PC2 if necessary.

* Evaluation of socio-econonic project impacts on the PAHs.

* Supervision of the implementation of RAP to achieve the objectives of the RAP in particular"
to improve or at least maintain the incomes and living conditions of the PAP after the
resettlement."

* Putting forward the amendments for the implementation of RAP to achieve the objectives of
this RAP.

* Offering suggestions on how improve RAP programs.

* Closely monitoring compensation activities and be prepared to give informed evaluation of
complaint and grievances cases.

* Write working reports and submitted to PC2 and its PMU and WB.

Methodology for external RAP monitoring

RAP monitoring will use methodology given in the WB's Guideline.

Selected parameters to be monitored

Various parameters related with evaluation of RAP implementation will be given in questionnaire
prepared by the monitorng institution and approved by the WB' Consultant.

Monitoringfrequency

RAP extemal monitoring will be conducted in 3 phases of the project: the pre-construction (Housing
Removal and Land Clearance Stage), construction and operation phases. Number of PAHs to be
monitored in each province will be approved by the WB's Consultants.

Coslfo,r the external RAP monitoring

This cost will depend on the number of PAHs and location of the communes to be monitored. But it is
about USD 35,000-40,000 if number of PAHs to be monitored about 10,000 and all 63 communes
will be monitored. This cost includes transport, accommodation, survey and reportmg.

7.5 Institutional Framework for Environmental Management

7.5.1 Project Implementation Framework
The institutions and offices responsible for preparation and implementation of the EMP are:

* Electricity of Vietnam (EVN)

* Power Company No 2 (PC2)

* Project Management Unit of PC2 (PMLU)

Provincial People's Committee (PPC)

* District People Committee (DPC)

* Commune People Committee (CPC)

. Consultant

* Construction Contractors
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The responsibilities and roles of the above institutions are specified as following

Electricity Vietnam

Electricity of Vietnam (EVN) is responsible for the implementation of Rural Energy Project,
including overall environmental management of the project. To carry out overall environment
management, within EVN, there is an Environmental Management Section in EVN's Centre for
Information Technology, Science and Environment The Section is in charge of guiding and
supervising implementation of the EMP for the project

Power Company No 2

Power Company No 2 (PC2) is the Project owner for Rural Energy Project's Southern Regu6n PC2 is
responsible for the project implementation, includmg implementation of RAP and EMP

Project Management Unit of PC2

Project Management Unit (PMU) is responsible for Project implementation. PMU responsibilities
mclude

* Overall plannmg, management and monitonng of the environmental management

* Ensurng that all environmental protection and mutigation measures of environmental impacts
are carned out m accordance with policies, regulations on environment and other relevant
laws

* Coordinating with provinces' people committees, provmces' power services, distncts' people
committees in environmental management activities

* Being m charge of organuzmg training courses of local staff (provinces, distncts) and
contractors' teams on mitigation measures and safety methods (invitng professional expert on
environment shall be mcluded).

* Carrying out mternal monitonng and supervise independent monitonng, which will be
contracted with other consulting services of the project

* Supervising and providing budget for monitonng activities

* Reportmg on the environmental information to EVN, the concerned DoNRE and the WB

* Implement changes or adjustments according to DoNRE recommendations to protect the
environment according to Vietnam's standards, laws, and regulations

Consultant

The Consultant will be selected and managed by PC2 to conduct several project tasks, including

* Preliumnary survey and designs
* Preparation of feasibility study

* Preparation of RAP and EIA report

* Preparation of some bidding documents

* Carry out some EMP tasks, and assist PMU with environmental issues dunng construction

Provincial Power Services

Provincial Power Services (PPS) are provincial-level dependent utilities of PC2 PPS is responsible
for EVNs business within each province For the Rural Energy Project, the PPS will be in charge of
the supervision of the contractors during the construction and will be in charge of the operation of the
project For the EMP, the PPS is directly in charge of the supervision of the implementation during
the construction stage, and implement of this plan during the operation stage
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Civil Works Contractor

Thie Civil Works Contractor (Contractor) will be selected by PMU and approved by PC2 Thell
responsibility includes Project construction works and following all contractor specifications outlined
in the EIA and EMP. This includes:

Applying construction-phase mitigation measures

* Ensuring safety of construction workers and local people during construction

* Following Vietnam and World Bank policies on environmental protection dunng construction

7.5.2 Project Monitoring of EMP

An independent monitoring consultant (IMC) will be hired by PMB to monitor implementation of the
EMP/RAP.

7.5.3 Other EMP Stakeholders

Department of Natural Resources and Environment (DoNRE)

DoNRE is responsible for state management on environmental issues within each province's terntory.
As part of this responsibility, DoNRE will review and manage the GOV's approval process for the
EIA report. This process is described in CP 490/1998/TT-BKHCNMT Circularfor Setting Up and
Appraising the Environmental Impact Assessment Report for Investment Projects. During EMP
implementation, DoNRE will act as extemal regulator. Their duties will include:

• Supervising the implementation of mitigation measures to minimize the project impacts in the
construction and operation phases.

* Managing and checking protection measures for plantations and animal subject to the impact
caused by the project.

Provincial People's Committee (PPC)

The PPC's responsibilities include:

* Guiding and monitoring environmental management planning and implementation within the
province

* Approving method of environmental protection and impact mitigation including estimated
costs after DoNRE appraisal

Reviewing document on environmental activities and grantmg within the province area

* Providing guidance and leading the coordination between sectors and departments in EMP
implementation

Approving the unit pnce for the compensation

* Financing the compensation costs

District People's Committee (DPC)

The DPC's responsibilities include:

Ratifying methods of environmental protection and management

* Coordinating with DoNRE on supervision of implementation process of environmental
impact mitigation and protection during and after construction phase

* Carrying out the detailed measurement survey

Communes' People's Committees (CPC)

The CPC's responsibilities include:
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* Confirming impact caused by the project in the commune

* Monitoring environmental impact mitigation and protection process within the conmiune

* Organizing meetings at commune level on matters conceming environment

Project Affected Households (PAHs)

PAHs will directly participate in the survey on PAH duties and entitlements. Through these surveys
they will: 1) have the opportunity to express their requirements and concerns to the above institutions;
and 2) have input to the method and units of compensation. After compensation is complete, PAHs
are responsible for co-operating with Contractor to clear relevant sites in a timely manner.

In addition to their own duties and entitlements, PAHs have the right to participate either directly or
indirectly in the Project decision-making process during pre-construction, construction, and operation.
In order to ensure that PAHs are well informed on the Project, local authorities will provide PAHs
with basic knowledge on Project-related activities, and the negative and positive impacts they can
have on the natural/social environment. PA-Hs will be allowed to bring legal action to an appropriate
court if the PAH considers its claim for participation or information is ignored, groundlessly refused,
or if provided information by local authorities was inadequate.

7.6 Environmental Reporting Procedures

PMIU will submit Project quarterly reports to the EVN and WB. The reports will include updates on
the effectiveness of environmental mitigation measures being carried out, environmental monitoring
results collected during the quarter, and a discussion of any outstanding issues which should be
addressed in the forthcoming quarter. The format and detail of these reports will be discussed and
agreed upon by EVN and WB prior to Project implementation.

PMU will submit an annual environmental report to EVN and the WB. The report will summanse
environmental protection measures implemented, problems encountered, actions taken to resolve
environmental problems and the results of environmental monitoring.

IMC will closely monitor the implementation of RAP and EIA. In case of accident or risk of
environment. The IMC will report the results of their work every six months during the Project
period. The report will be sent to PMU, DoNREs, DPCs and EVN and WB for review.

7.7 Capacity Building

Environment management is a relatively new task for the power sector. Therefore, prior to project
implementation, there should be training for staff that will participate in EMP. Management staff will
be equipped with knowledge on mitigation measures for environmental impact and monitonrng plan.

The following training has been conducted to date:

1. 2000: Project Launch Workshop. The main objective was to inform all the implementing
agencies on the safeguard policies of the Bank, including the environmental issues of the
project

2. May 2002: Training Workshop on the environmental issues, conducted by intemational
and national environmental specialists. The objectives of the training were:

* . Legal documents on environment protection
* WB stipulations on safeguard policies
* Responsibilities and rights of state functional bodies in environment management
* Identification of typical impacts of power transmission line projects and mitigation

measures
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3. August 2003: Hands-on learning-by doing training for improving environmental reports.
Local and international consultants worked witlh PC2 staff to improve draft EIA and EMP
reports.

4. September 2003: Hands-on workshop for environmental assessment of transmission and
distribution projects. International and national environmental specialists lead PC2 staff and
other participants on a field trip to test new tools for environmental assessment, held group
work activities on challenges and opportunities to improve environmental assessment, and
held lectures on WB safeguard policies and GOV environmental requirements for the Project.

Future training includes the following:

5. Commune-level training: At least one person from a commune will attend a course that will
provide training on (i) the basic operation of the power system for the safety of the users of
the electricity, (ii) environmental monitoring during the operation of the system to prevent the
fire, electric shocks, and maintenance of the ROW.

6. EVN training. Internal training course on how to monitor SEMPs and how to report
environmental results as part of quarterly and annual project reports.

7.8 Estimate Cost for the EMP Implementation

This section estimates the marginal costs for conducting the EMP's main sub-components: mitigation,
monitoring, and capacity building. Costs that are mcurred by other project components but satisfy
some aspect of the EMP are not included in this section. The division of costs between EVNI and IDA
funds was developed in consultation with EVN.

The total marginal cost of the EMP from Pre-construction through to the end of the first year of
operation is 194,700 USD (not including contingencies" taxes, or inflation). This amount is about
0.5% of the project's estimated USD 23.78 million budget. EMP costs can be broken down as
follows: Pre-Construction (16,700 USD); Construction: (133,600 USD); and Operation 44,500
USD/year.
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Table 7.2: Costs of Implementing the EMPI

Pre-Construction Construction Operation (per year)

EVN IDA EVN IDA E\VN IDA

1. Mtigation

Soil Erosion - - 4.000 18,000

Environmental impacts of construction - - 6,000 30,000
workers

Social impacts of construction workers - - 6,000 30.000 -

Health and safety impacts - - 2,000 7.000 35,000

EVN time to supervise/report on 400 1.000 800 1,300 1,300
mitigation measures

Sub-total Mitigations 400 1,000 18,800 86,300 36,300

2. Momtroring

Water quality surveys 700 3,000 700 3,000

Dust surveys 1,000 4,500 1,000 4,500

SEMP monitoring - - 700 3,000 -

Health and safety 700 - 1,400

Effectiveness of electricity - - - - 2.200

EVN time to supervise/report on 700 - 700 - 1400
monitonng results

Sub-total Monitoring 2,400 7,500 3,800 10,500 5,000

3. Capacitv Btailding

PMU and EVN capaciry building 400 1,000 400 1,000 400

Commune level capacity building 800 3,200 800 3,200 2.000

Additional workshop/training costs - - 1,800 7,000 700

Sub-total Capacity Building 1,200 4,200 3,000 11,200 3,100

rOTAL COSTS 4`000 12.700f 25,600 1'08.000 44.400 0

Unit Cost Assumptions
Item Unit Unit Cost (USD)
National Consultant (fees and expenses) I month 1,000
EVN env staff (salary and training honorariums) I month 400

This budget does not include the costs of hosting training activities 1,2,3,4 from Section 7.7: Capacity Building
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8 Public Consultation and Information Dissemination

8.1 Policies of the World Bank and Vietnamese Government on Public
Participation

8.1.1 World Bank Policy
World Bank (the Bank) policy regarding community involvement is provided in detail in the WB
Environmental Assessment Source Book, Vol. I (1991) It is summanzed as follows.

Bank policy directs the borrower to publicly solicit, hear and consider the concerns of the local
community, other affected groups and local NGOs (non-governmental organizations) and to fully
incorporate into the design and implementation of the project and the Environmental Assessment
(EA). The rationale for consideration and incorporation of the concerns of the affected parties is to
assure community acceptance and enhance the viability of the project. The Bank has found that where
such views have been successfully incorporated into the design and plan of implementation, the
projects are more likely to be successful. The Bank has not found community participation to be an
impediment to project execution. On the contrary, projects in which affected parties views have been
excluded are more likely to suffer from delay and quality issues resultmg from community resistance.

The Environmental Assessment Operational Directive (EA OD) clarifies Bank policy, which for more
than a decade has encouraged community participation m Bank-supported projects. Sociological
considerations were added to the Bank's operational manual statement on project design and appraisal
in 1984 (OMS 2.20), specifying that effective project implementation requires the full commitment of
all beneficiaries and associated stakeholders and that to be effective a project appraisal should venrfy
that affected parties were fully informed and involved in project identification and preparation.

The operational directive on collaboration with non-governmental organizations (NGOs) also urges
Bank staff "as a matter of Bank policy" to develop contacts and operational collaboration with NGOs
(OD 10.70). The directive defines NGOs as "private organization that pursue activities to relieve
suffenng, promote the interests of the poor, protect the environment, or undertake community
development"

At identification of an EA category "A" project, or as soon as the project is classified as a category
"A" project, any borrower who does not consult with local NGOs, or does not seek and consider the
informed views of the affected parties through the release and public comment on the relevant EA, are
considered to be out of compliance with this policy. It is therefore unlikely, in such cases, that the
Bank would continue to support that project. EA requirements should be reviewed well in advance of
the implementation of any project to ensure compliance with the principles outlined m the EA OD

The EA OD's provision for public consultation reflects a larger social trend. Forces are converging to
convince both govemrnent and development agencies to be more responsive to public concerns and
participation because popular support is a key factor in project viability. In some countries, this trend
has helped to motivate a popular shift towards democracy. Experience with "people-centered"
development is growing and gaining acceptance and attention.

8.1.2 Policy of the Vietnam Government (GOV)
Vietnam is a socialist country. The State is determined by the fundamental principle "ofpeople, fi-onm
people andfor people". The democratic approach to the social management of GOV is expressed in
the basic principle of "people know, people discuss and people contror' all activities of the
Government.
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At present, based on these basic pnnciples, all policies, programs or projects of the Government,
private and/or foreign investors should be disclosed and discussed with the people In the affected
areas so that the reasonable cormments and concerns of project affected people (PAP) are fully
considered and incorporated.

In recent years, the rapid pace of industrialization and urbanization has impacted environmental
quality,' causing adverse impacts on public health, the general ecology and associated economy in
various regions in Vietnam. As a result, inclusion of relevant environmental considerations in the
socio-economic development decision process have became an important issue, and compliance is of
concern by not only to the Government (MoNRE, DoNRE, MPI, Ministry of Industry) but also
affected parties associated with the project.

To avoid negative impacts on project affected people, Governmental Decree N 1 75/CP issued on 18
April 1994 required that all projects in the development of industry, energy, transport, water resource,
agric'ulture, etc. should conduct a compliant EIA study meeting the requirements of the environmental
management authorities and that the contents of EIA reports include predicted impacts and mitigation
measures must be discussed with the PAP.

The PAP should submit their comments and concerns to the project proponents through their
authorised representatives, e.g. Governmental agencies (the People Commruttee, People Council)
and/or socio-political organizations (Fatherland Front, Farmers Association, Women Union etc.) or
non-government organizations (e.g. Vietnam Association for the Conservation of the Nature and
Environment, Biological Association, Economic Association, Foresters Association etc.). These
organizations should collect all comments from the local people and send them to the environmental
management authorities (DoNRE at provincial level or MoNRE at central level) or even to Provincial
People's Council or National Assembly. During the environmental review process, all comments and
requirements of the PAP should be discussed and conclusions reported to the project proponents, so
that the project can develop proper alternatives and implement measures for mitigation of the negative
impacts. The project will receive an investment license, only after appropriate modification of
location, design, capacity and/or technology of the project to meet the requirement of environmental
protection and resettlement.

Relating to compensation for the PAP who lost land, dwellings and/or income as a result of the
projects, the GOV issued Decree N 22/1998/ND-CP (24 April 1998).

This Decree is the legal base for preparation, implementation of proper resettlement action plan
(RAP) which supports the PAP in finding new jobs, new settlement sites, maintain livmg standard and
avoid adverse impacts of the project on the local socio-economy. In the recent years, various policies
and regulations of the Government and provincial PC issued to create more chances for public
consultation, more support in compensation rates to PA-Hs so that their life will be improved. This
project will use the nearest policies of the Government and province in public consultation.

8.2 Aims of Public Consultation and Information Dissemination

Information dissemination to, consultation with, and participation of affected people and involved
agencies: (i) reduce the potential for conflicts, (ii) help to establish a comprehensive environmental
management plan and thus, maximize the project socio-economic benefit, (iii) minimize the risk of
project delays, and (iv) enable the project to design the resettlement and rehabilitation program as a
comprehensive development program to fit the needs and priorities of the affected people, thereby
maximizing the economic and social benefits of the project investment.

Public consultation and information dissemination was scheduled for two phases: pre-construction
(project preparation) and project implementation.
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8.3 Public Consultation and Information Dissemination During the Pre-
construction Phase

Dunng project preparation stage from November 2001 to August 2002, the following activities were
carried out sequentially by PC2 and/or provincial energy services:

8.3.1 Information and Discussion with Local Authorities on the Line Route

During the field survey for the F/S, the PC2's Consultants discussed with the Commune authority on
the project line route to find the be*st route with minimal effects on compensation and minimal
impacts on the environment.

In meetings with local authorities PC2 also proposed compensation and rehabilitation policies,
mechanism for complaints.

After the line routes have been designed, the Consultants of PC2 sent the designed line route to the
communes for their further comments.

8.3.2 Impact Survey and Statistics

Based on the agreed line route, survey teams had realized the route at site, and coordinated with the
commune officials to make a list of PAPs' affected land and crops. The socio-economic survey forms
were delivered to affected households (for each commune. The survey is carried out by the District
Compensation Committee, with the participation of the commune authority.

8.3.3 Meetings with PAPs

When the survey finished, District Compensation Committee m coordination with the commune
officials held meetings with PAPs having land in the ROW and with village representatives. In these
meetings officials informed the participants of the project purposes; presented the project impacts on
houses, land and crops in detail; introduce the principles and policies of compensation and advised
people not to build new structures in the designed ROW. PAPs were consulted on the entitlement
policy, property affected, and the compensation amount to each household. If PAR agree they will
sign the inventory.

From the reviewing programs by filling questionnaires), the project has received strong support from
the local authorities as well as PAHs. PAMs want to have good policy for resettlement.

8.3.4 Approval and Clearance by Provincial Authority

After working with the communes, the compensation document was sent to Steering Committee,
which includes the Department of Finance and Price, Planning and Investment, Agriculture and Rural
Development, and DoNRE. The committee reviewed the related documents and recommended to the
Chairman of the People Committee for signing the compensation.

8.3.5 Consultation and Clearance on EIA

Based on the survey result, for the duration of September 2002- July 2003 PC2 has prepared a draft
EIA to submit to EVN, WB and concemed DoSTEs and PPCs for review. So far 6 of 8 related
Provincial DoSTEs (now DoNRE) have approved EIA report of the project in the Southem Regions.

ln September 2003 the WB's Consultants is collaborating with PC2 to revise and rewrite the drafted
E1A report to meet the WB requirement.
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8.4 Public Consultation and Information Dissemination during the
Construction-Phase

Public consultation and information dissemination during project implementation is of great
importance. The following information campaign will be carried out.

8.4.1 Information to the Local Authority

Before the project starts, the first task for PC2 PMU is to assist the Provincial Steering Comnuittee to
organize meetings with involved departments of the project provinces to discuss all the aspects of the
project, including implementation of RAP, EIA, environmental monitoring.

8.4.2 Information to the Local People
All eovironment impacts, land acquisition and other impacts induced during construction as well as
operation of the project, if any, will be announced in meetings with local people at every commune so
as to find prompt solution in order to avoid conflicts and implementation delays.

At each comimune at least two meetings with commune PC, social organisations and PAHs, will be
held. PC2 and its PMU will be responsible for replying to all requirements and questions of the PAHs
and stakeholders.

Hochiminh City, September 7-10, 2003
Hanoi, September 15-22, 2003
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Appendix 1: Figures Demonstrating the Project Sites

Figure 3.1: Location of the project's communes in Lamdong

Figure 3.2: Location of the project's communes in Binhphuoc

Figure 3.3: Location of the project's communes in Dongnai

Figure 3.4- Location of the project's communes in Travinh

Figure 3.5: Location of the project's communes in Soctrang

Figure 3.6: Location of the project's communes in Baclieu

Figure 3.7: Location of the project's communes in Camau

Figure 3.8: Location of the project's communes in Kiengiang

Figure 3.9: Land area used permanently for foundation of 3 Phase MV Pole

Figure 3.10: Land area used permanently for foundation of I Phase MV Pole

Figure 3.11: Structure of substation on Pole
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Appendix:

1. Description of calculating method for houses affected partly

Really affected Line's corridor

2. Descnrption of oalculating method for houses affected wholly.

1 1 |>25% Line's com'dor

Compensation for overall house
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Piroject Maniagemienit Uniit - PC2 EIA - Rural Energy Project I
Phiase II

Appendix 2: List of Conservation Areas in the Project's Provinces
Province - Subject of Conservation National Park (ha) Nature Reserve Cultural Historical Wetland Distance to Nearest

Conservation (ha) Environmental Sites (ha) (ha) Commune (kin)
LAM OONG

Cattien Dipterocarp forest, crocodiles, Rhinocetos sondaicus, Bos gaurus 38,900 - 40
----- ---- ---- ---- --- - --- ---- ---- ---- --- ---- ----- ---- ---- -- - ---- ---- -- 0-0-00- in, q Lam Lam D on )

Bidup - Nul Ba Sub-tropical hill forest. Ducampopinus, Kremp fit, Pinus da/atensis, endenmic -73,972 -- 30
birds, Pp'!~Tte

Dankia Lake --- 300 20
Tuyen Lam ~Lake. waler birds -- 200 20

- Dalat Forest Pine forest -- 32,051 -20

DONG NA)
Catiien Dipterocarp forest, crocodiles, large mammals 38,900 --- 25

Triarn Reservoif Reservoir - -32,300 2
BINH PHUOC

Cattien Dipterocarp forest, Bos gaurus, large mammals 38,900 - 30
---- ---- --- ---- --- ---- ---- -- ---- --- ---- ---- --- ---- --- ---- ---- --- ---- --- -0i _Bqn_Q i B huhhuo

~Bugiarpap Tropica] forest, large mammals 22,330 -20

Bara Historical site - 940 -25

BAC LIEU
Baclieu Bird Mangrove forest, native and migratory birds 127 -- 8
Sanctuary_______________________________________

CA MAU
Namcan M angrove forest migratory irs- 4,472 -20

Ngochien ...Estuary natural reserve -- 24,000 .... . ..... 25
Damdoi (Lower Mangrove forest, migratory birds, small mammals -- 3,724 51

Chala Bird Mangrove forest, migratory birds 129 -3

--- Sanl,iia~,y - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -
Ong Trang canal Reptiles, amphibians 25-- 

K/EN GIANG
*Hon Chong. Limestone landscape --- 3,495 5

Nut Cam - quitaria crassna ---- ---- ---- 1,500 ------ 50
Phuquoc Island Dipterocarp forest, large bats I 31,422 - 70

TRA V/NH No____ _____

FSOCTRAN-G No______

Sour-ces- IUCN, MOSTE - Map of Natural Coniservationi Areas of Vietniami, 2001
Note: DisLaiice to nlearest COmmIIunle IS ̀direCt dIis,icCC bUi nlot distanice by road
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Appendix 3: An Example of Meeting Minutes on
Public Consultation

Please contact PC I for more information on Consultation Meeting Records
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DANII SACII DAI BIEAU TI-IAM D)IJ;lJOQC IIQP Tl-AM VAN CQNG DONG,
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Tai UI3N D x5a unh
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DANI-I.S4CI-I DAI BIEt 'THAM ItJ OUQC I-IQP TIHAM VAN CQNG E)ONG

DiDlin ken theo: Bien bdn cut o11(p1ngay LhAnlg n aimn
Tai UBND xi VQbn ,,PIll . !6 nu fohln ) 7r , 

TT 1-to v?a ten Dia cii Th?nh phAl n xai h6i
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C{r41 H1A xA ol C4t NG vI VltT NAM

I4C Lp - Tu Do - R4h PhCc

BLtN BAN flQP TRAM VAN CQNG DdNG
ON iMi dung: 6ag 24 cdc 9 kii cia c'Ac tHamn2 via 2 dith O-iL tac IQng rn&i WStin

,'z'Ut* i6' t2 'a1t`Ct-f t1 4i dhnh cr (RRAP) cua cet .a bG swcg (dtl 2:, Dt Ai 3t

Wa;^., cu5u; 5>2:;1- ?;h'a vu ;t'lint ;
-km na-y n?ty 23 rb:13 Onrnhci £7t?i uvdn ph6ibg URND xa Q;dch PFhdm BSJc, Hiuver

Thtn; .).m. Th.h C'i .4fau.
'thtnr.g ki g6 iM dai dii-n cc cdL qCum, baa nDagnl- Ih, tk n Wh i :Cc x:l h6i -6 ahin di

trong ci cd erom; &:.nh si:c h alab k&rn.

Sau edli4e cl tL& ci-i' i(; ','_ .' . '- t ¼S Y.fl :¾'7 tthn kliu vec Mi1
Nam 'lTh bAly tc`rr, z&: nOi iung RAP & EIA cdia d4s dn churg t6i c6 e"^c&c 9 kien d*ng IMp a>.

sau:

- Xe Pedch ?hdrn 15Jc td mqt vlng nUng th6n Fdu. Trvdc cay !t vaCi cxln c2 c&v
rran tttArc Nba nk&c M5J tw nhie u COfl?t rr6 r ½" h
nboia c/hwa prz ,ln dieuc. khdp rocP, xi. gdy bdi 'rn' truh Wvac
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cAto xz chla ng Cd e Bd cont chlingr& t 4z phz2 1Q04 gaay rzDn 2h6i hw ravc Id.h :h

hUn :4P! tii dn a iI nAy cing n/j d tFcgc
Ve gird &an btl n/i cor? g.d ciW Guy di$h ceZa aLVD That a dug: rŽ r 4ds Jng

phu hvdir lAng d4 tc nlzdn dAn cMrng i 5i dng anla At&tg iig. 

-KAIWnirtrsec k-4 xang dr&ng dQn 'rung hA ahe dte- de2u chr;n fJ. , '6 L

nMnh reiv& Ldp dimn *1 vAo nba d sil dur,g cho t6 cOnr3 trin
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Project Management Unit - PC2 EIA - Rural Energy Project I
Phase 11

Appendix 4: Environmental Permits Issued by
DoNREs for the Project

Please contact PC 2 for more information on Environmental Permits Issued by DoNREs for the
Project.
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L'B.ND c7nh Bac LLeu CONG HOA X,A HOI CHU iNGHIA VIE lNAI\I
SO KHOA HOC, CO!NG !NGHE D6c 1.iD - Tir do - Hanh phuc

v.i \OI TR 1,N G

S;; le PXN\-KCNI Bac Lic?u. r-ci .o? rhwi f h Siim 2003

PHIEl XAC X-EN`-N
B AN DANG KY DAT T!EU CHUUAN MlOLTRUONG

DL .in N-ing cy Ling NIng Thon Khu ViLfC McIien Nani Tinh Bac Lieii

G0i.1M DOC SO KHOA HOC. CO-NG NGHE V. I lO1l TRUdNG BAC LIEU
XAC NHAN

DiLl 1: DLt in Nany L-cing NVin ThC;n Khu VLtL Nhe`n Nnam Tinh Bdc LieLU -i

cri hh L)i nC dun BE.in dLanT k2 dalt ueL LhLL.an m3i crbImn. niay 13/5/2()(3

Dicu 2: C(nm Ty DiEn Lafc 2 - T6'ng C6nc Ty DiEn Lirc Vi&t ?Nam tchC dir t.n)
Lv; crach nhien thLrc hiEn d6ing nhc?na n6i dung d5ihnu tron- Bin d.ina k' dat tltu

m6t'li m 0; rt'nu,.

DiML 3 Bdn df-ing k'; dat cieu chu.rn m6i trudInm cCia Dir din NiriLt LIrn \3n'n
TK-,')n lihI \' Lr, NlNhe Ndm T7nh Btc l.1-IL I i %1U 0 LE LC!L CO CIL'an 1q.in I nh. hlu LL( 0 

i>_ : '-e fl;U cridnV 'cm ci a leL thIN h iTn bdio m6 IC :rl.Ong i.iLt Di An

Diehi 4: Sau khi hoAn thAnh CiL hang muc c3noT irinh \e x.t K lziim C1lkLi 6

rrh * m 6 Ern tru.IT c hii DiL .in s e CO 'io .io L ann 'an bhin wrf 1 qu.ar qLIJn IN ha
;f b.io mi ctrLtYr.n, iCtcl phu'onz di ki;em tra the) lI.Qt dinh

I(¢GIAM. DOG, ' 
SO KHOA HOC, CONG -)GIKVA * OI TRU\ONfG

No"i II han:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Il7* .tih
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UBND tinh Ca Mau CONG HOA XA HOI CHU NGHIA VIET NAM.
Sd KHOA HOC, CONG NGH1 Doc lap - Ttr do - Hanh phuc.

vA MOI TRLJdNG

S6' 04]/KCM. Ca Mau, ngay 05 thang 06 ndm 2003.

PHIEU XAC NHA.PJ
BAN DANG KY DAT TIEU CHUAN MOI TRUONG.

GIAM DOC
S0 KHOA HOC, CONG NGHE VA MOI TRIJONG TINH CA MAU

XAC NHAN

Di )eu 1: Du an: .D2 A.N.NAYG.Ll'.Q.N.G NONG. THQN. .VJU.NAM. JWU. YlI.MWN.NAM...

Chu' di an ....... (....Y..........N TY . :IE.N.L.(JC .............2...
Dia chi thu'c hien: .. .xd..Qudch.Phanas,.huyg^iz.DnaD Doi,.tijih..Ca.Mau....

Da trinh n6p ban dang ky dcat tieu chuan m6i truidng ngay 26 thang 05 nam 2003.

Dieu 2: Cha duL an c6 trach nhiem th4c hieii duing nhdng noi dung bao ve, m6i
trux'ng da dcifc neu trong ban dang ky dat tieu chuan m6i trufdng.

Dieu 3: Ban dang ky dat tieu chuan m6i,tru'dng cua du An 1 co s6 de cac co quan
quan 1 Nha nu'dc ve bao ve m6i trirding kiem tra viec thiuc hien bio ve moi tru'dng

cua dLr an .
Dieu 4: Sau khi hoan thAnh cac hang m,uc c6ng trinh ve moi tru'dng, chu du' An phai
c6 bao cao bang van ban gadi S6 Khoa hoc, C6ng nghe va M6i Tru'Jng CA Mau dle

kiem tra.
Dieu 5: Phong Quan 19 moi trirdng, Thanh tra Sd Khoa hoc, C6ng nghe vA M6i

trutng theo doi, giAm sat qua trinh thLc hien tai dif An.

Noi nh&n: Sd KH,CN&M-TT-INH CA MAU
- Chu du' an. ,6.iAM DOC
- Phbng QLMT, Thanh tra. .A
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UBND tinh Ca Mau C(NG HOA XA HOI CHU NGHIA VIET NAM.
Sd KHOA H(QC, CONG NGHlI D6c lap - Tu do - Hanh phuc.

VA MOI TRIJONG

S6. 042/KCM. Ca Mau, ngay 05 thang 06 ndm 2003.

PHIEU XAC NHAN
BAN BANG KY DAT TIEU CHUAN MOI TRLtfNG.

GIAM DOC
SO KHOA HOC, CONG NGHE VA MOI TRtJONG TINH CA MAU

XAC NHAN

Dieu 1: Dir an: 12.rnMN.DKLU.H(H6A.N(5N0H6,NAENNAMXH U.. CMMELN.NA
AA

Chu' di an ..... CON.G..TY.D).N.L.IC ................
Dia chi thuic hien: ... xa.1-1.4.Th ng,.huyfz .Nglk. Hie.iz,.nlz.tkC.a. Mau.....

D) trinh nop ba.n dTng ky dat tieu chuan m6i trirdng ngay 26 thang 05 nam 2003.
Dieu 2: Chu' dir an c6 trach nhiem thuc hie,n dung nhfung noi dung bao ve m3i
trifdng da du'dc neu trong ba.n dang ky dat tieu chuan m6i tridng.

Dieu 3: Ban dang kc d,at tieu chuan m6i trirdng cu'a dur an la co s6 def cac co quan
quan 1y Nha nirdc ve bao ve m6i triu8ng kiem tra viec thuc hien bao ve m6i tru'dng
cua di an .
Dieu 4: Sau khi hoan thanh cac hang muc c6ng treh ve m6i trirdng, chu' dir an phai
c6 bao cao b'ang van ban gui S6 Khoa hoc, C6ng nghe, va M6i Trirdng Ca Mau dle
kiem tra.
Dieu 5: Ph6ng Quan 1y m6i trirdng, Thanh tra S6 Khoa hoc, C6ng nghe va M6i
trir'ng theo di, ogiam sat qua trinh thLfc hien tai dkr an.

NV(JInl7M{in: - ~ -~- SO KH,CN&NLT_TINFH CA MAU
- Chu dtfan. GIAMDOC'
- Phbng QLMT, Thanh tra. ' 
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UBND tinh Ca Mau CQNG HOA XA HQI CHU NGHIA VIET NAM.
SO KHOA HOC, CONG NGHE DEc lap - Tui do - Hanh phuc.

vA MOl TRIJONG

So:043/KCM. Ca Mau, ngaiy 05 thang 06 ndm 2003.

PHIEU xAc NHAN
BAN BANG KY BAT TIEU CHUAN MOI TRIUNG.

GIAM DOC
Sd KHOA HOC, CONG NGHE VA MOI TRUO3NG TINH CA MAU

XAC NHAN

Dieu 1: Dur an: NA.NG.Da¢N.KHi.,lLA.N.(N.G. X6I.YI N.TNAM H.U.YW.C M2EN.NAAM..
A 

Chu' du n ........ G............. TY.DIN.L.IC.2 ..............2. .
Dia chi thiuc hien: ... xa.Khanhtan4,>.huy9n..U. Miah,.till-Ca. Mau ........

DO trinh nop ban dang ky dat tieu chuan m6i trirdng ngay 26 thang 05 nam 2003.
Di3eu 2: Chfu dir an c6 trach nhiem thLrc hien dung nhu'ng noi dung bao ve moi
trirdng dl da dc neu trong ban dang ky dat tieu chuan m6i trirbng.
Dieu 3: Ban dang kc d,at tieu chuagn m6i trirdng cu'a dui an Ia co s6 de^ cac co quan
quan 1y Nha nu'6c ve bao ve m6i trirdng kiem tra viec thu'c hien bao ve m6i tru'dna
cua dirdn .
Dieu 4: Sau khi hoan thanh cac hang mu,c c6ng trinh ve m6i truYdng, chu' dir an phai
c6 bao cao btang van ban gai S Khoa hoc, C6ng nghe va M6i Trirdng Ca Mau de'
kiem tra.
Dieu 5: Ph6ng.Quan 1y m6i trudng, Thanh tra S6 Khoa hoc, C6ng nghe, va M6i
trirdng theo doi, giam sit qua trinh thu'c hien tai diu an.

Noli nidn: Sd KH,C*&M-T-TINH CA MAU
- Chu dv an. . GIAMOOC
- Ph6ng QLMT, Thanh tra.
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UBND tinh Ca Mau CONG HOA XA HOI CHU NGHIA VIET NAM.
Sd KHOA HQC, CONG NGH O Doc lap - Tix do - Hanh phuc.

VA MOI TRIJdNG

So 051/KCM. Ca Mau, ngay 05 thing 06 ndm 2003.

PHIEU xAc NHAN
BAN BANG KY BAT TIEU CHUAN MOI TR1ffNG.

GIAM DOC
SO KHOA HQC, CONG NGHE VA MOI TRU'ONG TINH CA MAU

XAC NHAN

Dieu 1: Dui an: .NAlG.LU.QN.GQ.VNG.THQN..NVJT.NAM.KHU.V.GCMIEN.YAM.

Chu' d.r n ...... CO N.G. TY IDlW N.L.U C..........
Dia chi thu.c hien: .. xd.Khanlh.1inh. .Tdy. Balr,. huy.Vz. Tr.di. .. ll.. Th?i.

DO trinh nop ban dang ky' dat tieu chuan m6i triLdng ngay 26 thang 05 nam 2003.
Dieu 2: Chu dui an c6 trach nhiem th-c hie.n cung nhiYng noi dung bao ve m6i
trtrdng da dtdc neu trong ban dang ky d,at tieu chuan m6i tr'dng.
Dieu 3: Ban dang ky dat tieu chuan m6i, trnfdng cua dui an Ia co sd de cac co quan
quan 1y Nha nu'dc v.e bao ve m6i truLing kiem tra viec thurc hien bio ve m6i tru'dng
cua du an .

Di~u 4: Sau khi hoan thanh cac hang muc c6ng trinh ve m6i trudng, chu' duf an phi'
c6 bao cao b"ang van ban gih Sd Khoa hoc, C6ng nghe va M6i Trurdng CA Mau de

kiem tra.
Dieu 5: Ph6ng Quan 1y moi tru'dng, Thanh tra S8 Khoa hoc, C6ng nghe va M6i

trnfbng theo doi, giam sat qua teinh thuic hien taidu' an.

Noi nh&n: Sd KH,CN& .T-_IH CA MAU
- Chu dir an. JI2AM- 6DC-<
- Ph6ng QLMT, Thanh tra.



UBND tinh Ca Mau CONG HOA XA HOI CHU NGHIA VI1ST NAM.
S6 KHOA HQC, CONG NGH% D&c lap - TL' do - Hanh phuc.

vA MOL TRtfJNG

So. 053/KCM. Ca Mau, ngay 05 thdng 06 ndm 2003.

PHIEU XAC NHA.N
BAN fANG KY DAT TIEU CHUAN MOI TRLUrJG.

GIAM DOC
SO KHOA HOC, CONG NGHE VA MOI TRIfONG TTINH CA MAU

XAC NHAN

Die u 1: DirAn: . ANGDJ N.KJJi.H.2A.N(2JY(. Xl((!N YItT NAM&H.U.W( MlN.NAM..

Chu du an ......... NG (0N.G..TY.DIEIN.LC.C ..........
Dia chi thuic hien: .. x.Thanh..Tig,.huy'n.Ddm.Doi,.thihC4.Mau

DO trinh no p ban dang ky d,at tieu chuan moi trirdng ngay 26 thang 05 nam 2003.

Dieu 2: Chu diu an c6 trach nhie,m thurc hie.n dung nhurng noi dung bao ve, m6i
tru;dng da duioc neu trong ban dang ky dat tieu chuan m6i tiridng.
Dieu 3: Ba.n daong ky dat tieu chuan m6i trifdng cu'a du' an Ia co sd de cac cd quan
quan 1 NhA niidc ve ba.o ve m6i tru'dng kiem tra viec thuc hien bao ve m6i tru'dng
cua du' an.

Dieu 4: Sau khi hoan thanh cac hang muc c6ng trinh ve m6i tr'rdng, chu' du' an phai
c6 bao cao bang van ban gu'i Sd Khoa hoc, C6ng nghe va Moi Truidng Ca Mau de^
ki^m tra.
Dieu 5: Ph6ng Quan 1y m6i tradnga, Thanh tra S8 Khoa hoc, C6ng nghe. va M6i
trtrung theo--doi, gi-m sat quA trinh thiuc hien tai dif an.

NIai nhzn. Sd KH,CN8M HCA MAU
- Chu dur an. /OJAM DOCG-
- Ph6ng QLMT,.Thanh ira. I. ':
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UBND tinh Ca Mau CONG HOA XA HOI CHU NGHIA VIET NAM.
Sd KHOA H(C, CONG NGHaD D6c lap - Tui do -' Hanh phuc.

vA MOI TRUONG

S6o 049/KCM. Ca Mau, ngay 05 thang 06 ndm 2003.

PHIEU XAC NHA.N
BAN BANG KY BAT TIEU CHUAN MOI TR%U0NG.

GIAM DOC
SO KHOA HOC, CONG NGHE VA MOI TRUO(NG TINH CA MAU

XAC NHAN

Di eu 1: DLr an:.NAl!NCi.G?N.KUi.LL(A.N.6N.G. THO.YQY.TVIU .MKH...YVC.C.MIEN.NAM..

Chu' du an ... C ...... G .. TY D .)N.L.U C.........
Dia chi tht'c hien: .a.T.Hn. g.2.ay.,huykn CadiNz45.,.tinzh.cWMa.

DO trinh nop ban dcang ky dat tieu chuan m6i tru'dng ngay 26 thang 05 nam 2003.

Dieu 2: Chu dur an c6 trach nhiem thu'c hien dung'nhung noi dung bao ve m6i
triudng da dudic n&u trong ban dang ky dat tieu chuan m6i truxdng.
Dieu 3: Ban dang ky dat tieu chuan m6i tru'0ng cu'a du an Ia co s6 de cac co quan
quan 1 Nha nitdc ve bio ve m6i triudng kiem tra viec thu.c hien bio ve m6i trut'ng

cua du an.

Dieu 4: Sau khi hoan thanh cac hang mu,c c6ng trinh ve m6i trudng, chu' dV an phi'

c6 bao cao bang van ban gu'i Sd Khoa hoc, C6ng nghe va Moi Trirdng CA Mau de

kiem tra.
Dieu 5: Ph6ng Quan ly m6i trifdng, Thanh tra S6 Khoa hoc, Cong nghe vA Moi

trirdng theo d6i, giam sat qua trlnh thirc hien tai dir an.

Nosli nhan: SO KH,CN&MT -TNH CA MAU
- Chu dii an. ,/d4\ ~6c`
- Ph6ng QLMT, Thanh tra. /
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UBND tinh Ca Mau CONG HOA XA HQI CHU NGHIA VIWT NAM.
Sd KHOA HQC, CONG NGHI DUc lap - Tut do - Hanh phuc.

VA MOI TRIJdNG

So. 045/KCM. Ca Mau, ngay 05 thang 06 nam 2003.

PHIEU XAC NHA. N
BAN eANG KY BAT TIEU CHUAN MOI TR'RNG.

GLAM DO3C
SO KHOA HOC, CONG NGHE VA MOl TRUt'NG TINH CA MAU

XAC NHAN

Dieu 1: Dux An: .NANG.ILMN.KUi.HL A.N.6N.0 . U.TN.YI&.T NAKH.U.YV.C. MIElN. NA..
A ~~~~A

Chu' du an ........ G............ TY.DLiN.L.CC .................2..
Dia chi thurc hie,n: ... xa..Y.ieAtKha'i,.huy.li.C.ai.N!lMS,.tXh..C4.MaiI ..........

D3 trinh n6p ban dang ky d,at tieu chuan m6i trtfdng ngay 26 thang 05 nam 2003.

Dieu 2: Chu diu An c6 trach nhiem thuc hien dung nhui'ng nBi dung ba.o ve m6i

trtrsng da dlircc neu trong ba.n dang ky dat tieu chuan m6i trudng.

Dieu 3: Ban dang ky d,at tieu chuan m6i tri'dng cu'a du' an Ia cd sd deG cac cd quan

quan 1l Nha nirdc ve bao ve m6i trirbng kiem tra viec thuc hien bao ve m6i trurdng

cua du an.
Dieu 4: Sau khi hoan thanh cac hang m,uc c6ng trinh ve m6i trudng, chu dif an phai

c6 bao cao bang van ban gu'i Sd Khoa hoc, C6ng nghe va M6i Tru'dng Ca Mau def

kiem tra.
Dieu 5: Ph6ng Quan 1y moi tru'dng, Thanh tra S6 Khoa hoc, Cong nghe va M6i

rtudng theo doi, giam sat qua trinh thiuc hien tai diu an.

Noi nhdzn: Sd KH,CN&M.TrJNH CA MAU

- Chu du' an. GIA' DOC
- Ph6ng QLMT, Thanh tra.

9 w A-. 



UBND tinh Ca Mau CONG HOA XA HOI CHU NGHIA VIET NAM.
Sd KHOA HQC, CONG NGHI D6c lap - TuX do - Hanh phdc.

vA MOI TRIJc1NG

S56 046/KCM. Ca Mau, ngay 05 thang 06 ndm 2003.

PHIEU XAC NHAN
BAN DANG KY DAT TIEU CHUAN MOI TRLfUNG.

GIAM DOC
Sd KHOA HQC, CONG NGHE VA MOI TRU'fNG TINH CA MAU

XAC NHAN

Dieu 1: Dui an: ...... I&N(HUAiH6(NG. T21I .MLN. AM.S NA .V J,C.MIW. NAM.

Chud dun ....... (L.............G TY)D f.L.C ................
Dia chi thu'c hien: xic KIzzh .aii iUyCn. Trdiz ..I7an. Ihi .tinh .(, .Mau

DO trinh nop ban dang ky dat tieu chuan moi trudng ngay 26 thang 05 nam 2003.

Dieu 2: Chu' diu an c6 trach nhiem thurc hien dung nhung noi dung bao ve moi
trtndng d dadcUc neu trong ban dang ky dcat tieu chuan moi trudng.
Dieu 3: Ban dang ky dat tieu chuan moi trLrdng cu'a dur an Ia cd sd de cac co quan
quin 1y NhA nLfdc ve bao ve moi trnidng kiem tra viec thL'c hien bao ve moi truidng
cua duTan .
Dieu 4: Sau khi hoan thanh cac hang m,uc cong trinh ve moi trudng, chu' diu an phil
c6 bao cao bang van ban gui S6 Khoa hoc, Cong nghe va M6i Trnidng Ca Mau def

kie7m tra.
Dieu 5: Ph6ng Quin 1 mdi tru'dng, Thanh tra S6 Khoa hoc, Cong nghe va Moi

trifdng theo doi, giam sat qua trlnh thuc hien tai du, an.

NJi nhdn.: Sd KH,CN&MT TJNH CA MAU

- Chu dtr an. GD C t

- Phong QLMT, Thanh tra.

'' * ' iO



UBND tinh Ca Mau CONG HOA XA HOI CHU NGHIA VI1T NAM.
SO KHOA HQC, C6NG NGH1g D6c Lap - Tur do - Hanh phuc.

vA MOI TRJ4dNG

So 047/KCM. Ca Mau, ngay 05 thdng 06 ndm 2003.

PHIEU xAc NJHAN
BAN BANG KY DAT TIEU CHUAN MOI TRULNG.

GIAM DOC
SO KHOA HOC, C6NG NGHt VA M6I TRU'dNG TINH CA MAU

XAC NHAN

Dieu 1. DuL an: ... D0tNK(HiH6A NtNG. THQM. MIEN.NAM. ,VC.MI M ..I.N .

Chu di in ... (;......G.... TY.D 1WNL.ICC ........
Dia chi thuic hie,.n: ...... dn....1. Ng.c en. dizl..(a Mau .

DO trinh nop ba.n dang ky dat tieu chuan m6i trndng ngay 26 thang 05 nam 2003.
Die^u 2: Chu' dui an c6 trach nhiem thtfc hien dung nhu'ng noi dung bao ve m6i

tru'dng d da uc neu trong ban dang ky dat tieu chuan m6i trnidng.
Dieu 3: Ban dang ky dat tieu chua^n mBi trnidng cuia du an lA co s6 de cac co quan
quan 1y Nha ni.dc ve bao ve m6i tru'dng kie^mr tra viec thVc hien bao ve m6i trnidng
cua dur an .

Dieu 4: Sau khi hoan thanh cac hang muc c6ng trinh ve m6i tru'dng, chu dii An phai
c6 bao cao bang van ban guh S6 Khoa hoc, C6ng nrhi, vA M6i TriXdng Ca Mau dle
kiem tra.
Dieu 5: Ph6ng Quin 1y m6i trLrdng, Thanh tra S6 Khoa hoc, Cong nghe va M6i
trniing theo doi, giam sat qua trlnh thifc hien tai dtf an.

N0ii nhan: Sd KH,CN&MTIL-T .,.CA MAU

- Chu dtr an. GIAMD DOC( '
- Ph6ng QLMT, Thanh tra.

-7,- D-..., '7



UBND tinh Ca Mau CQNG HOA XA HQI CHU NGHIA VIET NAM.

Sd KHOA HQC, CONG NGH1 DEc lap - TL do - Hanh phuc.

vA MOI TRIJdNG

S6' 048/KCM. Ca Mau, ngay 05 thdng 06 ndm 2003.

PHIEU XAC NHJAN
BAN DAANG KY BAT TIEU CHUAN MOI TRLffNG.

GIAM DOC
SO KHOA HOC, CONG NGHE VA MOI TRU'ONG TINH CA MAU

XAC NHAN

Dieu 1: Du a .n: . N.G. A .aNG.N.6NGx .v6 .Y .I.4.KRU.YV.CM N.NAMN.

Chu' di an ........ NG............ TY.)D .WN.L.U C...............2.. .
Dia chi thu'c hien:a. .Li.Au,. huy.fiTr . n...dzz.Thdi,. dlih..Ca.Mau.......

DO trinh nop ba.n dang ky dat tieu chua^n m6i triudng ngay 26 thang 05 nam 2003.
Die^u 2: Chu' dir an c6 trach nhiem thu,c hien dung nhEng noi dung bao ve m6i
tri'dng da duidcc neu trong ban dang ky dat tieu chuan m6i tirdng.

Die'u 3: Bin dang ky dat tieu chuan m6i tru'dng cua duL an Ia co s8 de cAc cc$ quan
quan 15 NhA niidc ve bao ve m6i trnidng kiem tra viec thu'c hien bao ve m6i tru'dng

cua du' an .

Oieu 4: Sau khi hoan thanh cac hang muc c6ng trinh ve m6i trnidng, chul dii an phai
c6 bao cao bang van ban gui S6 Khoa hoc, Cong nghe va Moi Trridng Ca Mau de

ki^r tra.
Dieu 5: Ph6ng Quan 1y m6i trnidng, Thanh tra S6 Khoa hoc, Cong nghe va M6i

tru'Lng theo doi, giam sat qua trinh thiuc hien tai dir an.

N(Ji nhan.- Sd KH,CN&MT TINH CA MAU
- Chu du an. Gv1bDOt
- Ph6ng QLMT, Thanh tra.

7 _ ,
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UBND tinh Ca Mau CQNG HOA XA HQI CHU NGHIA VIET NAM.
Sd KHOA HQC, CONG NGHI5 DEc lap - Tur do - Hanh phdc.

VA MOI TRUO)NG

So6 050/KCM. Ca Mau, ngay 05 thdng 06 ndm 2003.

PHIEU XAC NHAN
BAN BANG KY BAT TIEU CHUAN MO1 TRU'NG.

GLM DOC
S( KHOA HOC, CONG NGHE VA MOI TRIJ(NG TINH CA MAU

XAC NHAN

Dieu 1: Du- an: .....I .K HIAJ 6S.TQNM fl N. & NAMX.U.W.C.MIA.NAM.

Chdiir dun ..... C.NG ( ;...D.N..... TYDIUN.L(.C.2.
Dia chi thu'c hien: ..... xA.Khdnh.Blzilh.oDzg,.huy.Vjz.Trai.Y.n.Tzhdi.....

Da trinh n6p ban dang ky dat tieu chuan m6i trifdng ngay 26 thang 05 nam 2003.

Wieu 2: Chu' diu an c6 trach nhiem thuLc hie,n ding nhung noi dung bao ve m6i
tru'dng da durc neu trong ban dang ky dat tieu chuan moi tru8ng.
Dieu 3: Bin dang ky dat tieu chuan m6i trutng cua diu an Ia co s6 de cac co quan
quan 1y Nha nurdc ve ba.o ve m6i trtrdng kiem tra viec thuic hien bao ve m6i trLrdng
cua di an .
Dieu 4: Sau khi hoan thanh cac hang muc c6ng, trinh ve m6i tridng, chu' du, an pha.i
c6 bao cao bang van ban gui S6i Khoa hoc, Cong nghe va M6i Tru'dng CA Mau de
kiem tra.
Dieu 5: Ph6ng Quan 15 m6i tru'dng, Thanh tra S'6 Khoa hoc, Cong nghe va Moi

trIfdng theo doi, giam sat qua trinh thiuc hien t,ai dit an.

Nai nhain: Sd KH,CN ti\,NJ CA MAU

- Chu d-an. GlAM DOOC,:
-Ph6ng-QLMT-T Thanh tra. ' -

% si , 0; ,~, 



UBND tinh Ca Mau CONG HOA XA HOI CHIJ NGHIA VIET NAM.
Sd KHOA HQC, CONG NGH1 DEc lap - Tir do - Hanh phuc.

vA MOl TRIJONG

So":052/KCM. Ca Mau, ngay 05 thdng 06 ndm 2003.

PHIEU XAC NHAN
BAN BANG KY BAT TIEU CHUAN MOI TRLf(NG.

GIAM DOC
Sd KHOA HOC, CONG NGHE VA MOI TRItfNG TINH CA MAU

XAC NHAN

Dieu 1: Du an : ..... NANG.Ll.N.G.N6Q.VG. HTO.YNY.MTNAKEU.X MEY1 EN.NAM ..........

Chu'd dun: .... N (0N.G..TYDWL.N.L! C.2.
Dia chi thu'c hien: ..... xa. K.hdnh. Ma,.huy.nz.U.Maih,.tiih.C.Mau.....

DO trinh n6p ban dang ky dcat tieu chuan m6i trrudng ngay 26 thang 05 nam 2003.

Djieu 2: Chiu dui an c6 trach nhiem thirc hie,n dung nhu'ng n6i dung ba.o ve m6i
trtdrng da du'dc neu trong ba.n dang ky dat tieu chuan m6i tru'dng.
Dieu 3: Ban dang ky dat tieu chuan m6i trtrdng ciua diu an Ia co sd de" cac cd quan
quan 1y Nha nudc ve ba.o ve moi trudng kiem tra viec thirc hien bao ve m6i trifdng
cua du' an .
Dieu 4: Sau khi hoan thanh cac hang muc c6ng trinh ve m6i tnrdng, chu' duf an phai

c6 bMo cao b'ang van ban g-i Sd Khoa hoc, Cong nghe vA Moi Trudng Ca Mau de
kiem tra.
Dieu 5: Phong Quan 1y m6i trLfdng, Thanh tra S6 Khoa hoc, Cong nghe va M6i
truZ$ng theo doi, gia m sat qua trinh thuc hien tai dur an.

S6 KH,CN& HCA MAU

- Chui d an. .M (C
- Ph6ng QLMT, T=hanh Ira/'

\ t,, MO' J.

7Lo ,,Zsc ,t. 



UBND thnh Ca Mau CONG H6A XA HOI CHU NGHIA VI1ST NAM.
Sd KHOA HOC, CONG NGHt D6c Iap - Tu' do - Hanh phuc.

VA MOI TRIJUNG

S6o 044/KCM. Cai Mau, ngay 05 thdng 06 ndm 2003.

PHIEU xAC NHAN
BAN UANG KY DAT TIEU CHUAN MOI TRUING.

GLAM DO3C
Sd KHOA HOC, CONG NGHE VA MOI TRU'fNG TINH CA MAU

XAC NHAN

Dieu 1: Du dn:.NANG.Dl$N.KI.He5AJNNGXJJQJY V ATNLK !.V(/.CMJEN.NA..

Chu didan: ....... . VC0 .G..T.DjN.L.V 2 .................
Dia chi thL'c hien: ... x..T4xDluyv?..huyv n.D.a,. dih-C& Mau .........

Da trinh n6p ban dang ky dat tieu chuan m6i trtdng ngay 26 thang 05 nam 2003.
Dieu 2: Chu' dir an co trach nhiem thuc hien dung nhung noi dung bao ve m6i
trudng da dLroc neu trong ban dang ky dcat tieu chuan m6i truLng.
Dieu 3: Ba.n dang ky dat tieu chuan m6i tri.dng cua du an Ia co s6 de cac cd quan
quin 1 Nha nuidc ve bao ve moi trtrdng kiem tra viec thu'c hie n bao ve m6i tri1dnng
cua dui an .
Di-eu 4: Sau khi hoan thanh cac hang muc c6ng trinh ve m6i tru'dng, chu diu an phai
c6 bao cao bang van ban gui S6 Khoa hoc, C6ng nghe va M6i Tru'dng Ca Mau de
kiem tra.
Dieu 5: Ph6ngrQua9n 1 m6i trLrdng, Thanh tra S6 Khoa hoc, C6ng nghe va M6i
trLPdng theo d6i,i giamsat qua trinh thtrc hien tai dLr an.

N Ji nhein: Sd KH,C.N&MINH CA MAU
- Chu dui an. / '6IAMDOC
- Ph6ng QLMT, Thanh tra.

',('



So KH - CN&MT CONG HOA XA 1HOI CHIU NGHIA VIET NAM
TIIPH BINH PHIfOC Doc lap - Tu do - Hanh phuc

So: 44 /KHCNMT
Binh Phtr6c, ngay 02J thang o-t6 ndm 2003

PHIEU XAC NHAN
BAN DANG KY DAT TIEU CHUAN MOI TRIJNG

Dr in nng nr ong nong thon khu vwc mien Nam, tinh Binh Pha&c

GIAM DOOC SO KHOA HQC - CONG NGHE VA MOI TRU'dNG

TINH BENH PIt(UC

XAC NHAN

Dig^u 1. Cnong ty Dien lrc 2 - Tong Cong ty Di^n lrc Viet Nam dd trinh noi

dung Ban ddng ky dMat tieu chuan moi trr'ong cho Dw an NLNT K1VMN tinh

Binh Phuo'c ngay 29/04/2003.

Dieu 2. Cong ty Dien ltuc 2 - Tong C6ng ty Dien lwc Viet Nam co trdch nhi.e'm

thltc hien dfing nhlung noi dung dd dwz.c ne^u trong Ban ddng koj dMt tieu

chutn m6i trwong.

Dieu 3. Ban dnang ky d.at tieu chuan moi truw`ng ctia C6ng ty la cdn cu? dV Sd'

K(HCN&MT kiem tra viec thwc hien ba o ve moi trua'ng cuia dw' an.

DiMu 4. Trong qud trinh, trien khai Dw an, C6ng ty Dien ly'c 2 - Tnong C6ng ty

Dien lu'c Viet Nam phai thzec hien ddy dii cac bien phdp khong che o nhiem,

bao ve moi trtuong va dtiin bdo x*? 1 cac chtit thtii dat tieu chuan m6i trw'nang

Viet Nan.
SO KHOA HQC, CONG NGHE vk MOI TRIIYNG

Noi nhan: Gidm dOc
- Cry Di6n lLrc 2 (thtrc hien); .
- Di6n [Lrc Binh Phtrc(de biet);
- LLru VT, Nghiep vu. - S 

VKHG HGC CiN C 

VO TEI NGQC HANH



UBND TINH KEN GIANG CONG HOA XA HOl CHU NGHIA VIET NAM

SO KHOA HOC, CONG NGHt DOc Lap- Tur Do- Hanh Phuc
V. _ MOI TRrONG-

So:.4 ... / PXN-KHCNMT Rach gia, ngdy.Zothcng 5 ndm 2003

PHIEU XAC NHAN
BAN DANG KY DAT TItU CHUAN MOI TRIONG

Dr an Nang luang nong th6n.khu vuc mien nam, tinh Kien Giang

GIAM D6)C so KHOA HOC CONG NG{HEV7WMOPTR{YbNG KILN GIANG
XACNIA

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~5 M ;w _

Dieu 1: C ong LTCg2 - ng ey ih noi dung
van bAn dang a uan un khu vuTc
mien nam, tiih ngmgyZ9420 

ff7 m_
Dieu 2: Co jD g Cong TD.,Oidn Lg t:hNia c6trk h7 hidm thuc
hien d6ng nhong .ndung-da-duneu troiig Ban ctang,u-y& ,tidqng
va d' nghi bo -phn gv ng cuu succ-haorduara. ckuang trinh
giam sat mbi tnx wrnot~ c

--- e :l-r.t.w."-'.

Dieu 3: Ban dang ky dattidfchuz cri,trufng cua Du an NIang-luangjnong thon khu
vurc mien nam, tinh Kien Giang Dc6n -,Dien luc 2 -,^T6ng-..Cong Ty Oien Luc
Viet Nam Ia cc s& phap ly de -cac. c;quaiquan 1y nha nrua;yv-bao ve moi truang
kiem tra viec thuc hien'-bao ve,moi f'trihg.bua Dg u an .n. 7 _- 7-;,

Die'u 4: Trong qiua.trinh-rien kh"a i'- Cnc tyien 2 - T6nnc Ty Oien

Lurc Viet Nam phai;th.uc hien'day9 ud bien ph4ap:kh6ng ch6-6.n`m, bAo ve moi
trLroncg va dam bao xtu 1y cha't thai diamn bao cac tieu chuSn moi truoana Viet Nam.

D ~~~~ '' E, F-,\ f v r
SO.-KI 9'HO@ CONG <GHE VA MOI TRI5ONG

, - GIAM DOC

Noi nhan: / - .
- Cty Di'6n lLuc 2
-Cuc BVMT (de b/c) -
- UBND tinh (d6 b/c) -i :
- Dien Lurc Kien Giangc
- Luu v/p S& & ph6ng MT N' -



UBND TINH sOC TRANCG CONG HOA XA HQI CHI-U NGHIA VI T NAVM
SO KHOA HOC, CONG NGHE DOc lap - Tir do - Hanh ph6c

VA MOI TRUfONG -------------------------------

.........................

S6:jjJTXN.KCM.2003 S6c Trdng, ngdy .~IJhLing .7ndm 2003

PHIEU XAC NHAN
BAN DiANG K'Y DAT TIEIU CHU;AN MOI TRU'ONG

Dur an Nan- Lurng nong thon KhL vuc mien Nam, tinh S6c Trang
(doQ 2 - giai doan 1).

GIAM D'O'C SO KHOA HOC, CONG NGHEt VA MOI TRUONG

XA C NHAN

Die'u 1: Cong ty Dien lLrc 2 - T6ng Cong ty Dien luc Viet Nam da trinh
noi dung Ban dang ky dat tieI chIain moi tLu&ng cho dur an Nang luang nong
thon Khu vuc mien Nan. tinll S6c Trdng ( dqt 2 - giai doan 1), ngay 29/4/2003.

Dieu 2: Cong ty DiOn ltrc 2 - Tong Cong ty Dien lic Viet Nam c6 trach
nhiem thL.rc hien dung nhrng noi dullg da ducrc neu trong Ban dang ky dat tieu
chuan moi truang.

Die'u 3: Ban dang ky dat tieu chuan moi trudng cho Du, an Nang luong
-nong thon Khu vuc mien Narm. tinh S6c Trang ( dat 2 - giai doan 1) cua Cong ty
Die,n luc 2 - Tong Cong ty Dien lLrc Viet Nam la ca s& phap 1 de co quan quan
1I Nha nu6c ve bao ve moi trir6ng dia phLrcong kiem tra viec thurc hien cong tac
bao ve moi trlnr6 cua DLr an.

Dieu 4: Trong qua trinh tirien khai DLr an, Cong ty D1in lrc 2 - Tong Cong
ty Difn lurc Viet Nam ph ii thLc hien dcay du cac bien phap kho'ng che' 6 nhiem,
bao ve m6i tru-&n2 va dzim b.io xir 1I cac cla't thai dat cac tieu chuan moi trLr6ng
Viet Nam. SauL khi hoan th.linh DLr tin, phai bao cao bang van bAn gai ca quan
quan Iy Nha riuac ve bao ve imoi tlrLlong dia phLrang d-e kiem tra.

S6 KHOA HOC. CONG NGHE vA MOI TRUONG

Noi nhdn-
- Cty Dien-Ilrc 2.
- UBND Tinh.
- Dien Ilfc ST. . :2-
-Lru VT, MT. _

CONG TY DIENL' I?

CONG VAN DE);-

Nga' 62. 



NOI DUNG BAN DANG KY DAT TIEU CHUAN M1OI TRLUGNG

I. Ten du' an:
Cong trinh cap dien cac x5 : Vlnh ChiLu v5 Li!c Hoa huLV&n VTnhii Ch'-1. ,uin [-t'C<

huven Ke Sich, Chuu HLrhin huv&n Thanh Tr- trnh Soc Tr5ing thu6c DL' an Ni5ng 11.fo'n-
non- th6n \'Vit nam-- Khhu vuLc mien Nsani (dd't 2 - -iai doan 1)

IDia chi lieh he 13an quan : dL an rzi .Lu'n' nong th6n. s(107 Cao B3 Quat, Q(uan

1, Thanh pho Ho Chi M'vlinh

3. So`dien thoai :08.8244036 SoFax : 08.8227t76

1. 1o ta dia die'm ddf kien trie'n khai cac hoat dons c6ia du' in:

1. Vi [ri : Dia ban cac xa : Vinh Chau va Lac Hoa huyen VTnh ChiU, Xuan Hoa hLiven Ke

Sach, Chau H.rng, huyen Thanh Tri thu6c tinh Soc Trng. Cdc tuyen dLfdng di y trung ha
the"cua du' dn di doc theo cac drng 1i giao thong tren dia ban cac xa tren

2 Dien tich mat bang tram bien ap : khon- c6 (do duLdc treo tren cac tru dien trung the")

. Dien tich tuye"n dL'cng day khoang :301.360 m 2

4. So can nha tuyen ducsng day ca't qua : 81

5. Hien trans sul dung dat : Ru6ng vLfdn vA dat dAnh cho cac cong trinh ien ich ccng cong

doc theo dutdng giao thong

6. Nguon cung cap nur'6c, diern lIy nLrdc, nhu cau nuLdc/ ngay dem khong can

7. He, th6ng g2iao thong cung cap nguyen lieu va van chuye-n sin pham : kh6ng can

8. Noi tiep nhan nuLdc thai tur cac hoat d6ng cua dur an : khong co nLrdc thai

9. Nci luu 1 ii' va xu' Iy chat thai ra'n kh6ng co chat thai ran

H. T6m tat cone nah& san xua't:

T6ng vgn datur: 16.472.900.000 d6ngY

2. Danh muc nguyen lieu, nhien lieu, phu kien (tinh ch'a, nhu cau hang nam, ndi cung cap)
khongcr 5 duncg nguydn nhien lieu

3 Cong su'ra: chieu dai dubng day truncg the cai tao : 4,05km; chieu dai didng day crung the
xay du'nc mdi :39,75km; tonE so tram bien dp phan phoi 56 tram vn i tong dung ILrong lap

dat' 1.737.5 KVA; chieu dcii du'c'dn day ha the hon hop xay du'ng inmdi: 30,06kml. chieu
dai dufdng day ha the6doc lUp xay dLung mdi: 63,28km

4. So do day chuyen san xuat ; khong san xuat theo day chuyen, may bien ap CdLJc guii

nhiet banm khong khi, IL1`01g.nhiet thdi khotng dcng ke

5 E Dac tinh k' ihu_it rhie hi

6. Ch.'[t Iuun- sin phim : c6ng tic bie;n doi, cung cap diin ning- nen s.in pi!]"m la di0n iiain-

kh6n- the nhin th-ay, sCJ, nghe dLrOc

7. Phursng ihL'c bdio CLuIin v i y in ChuLIyell sin ph;im : khOnzg C6

Mov S 0 \6TS.0D nn 11 ,xv.R x,n dann kV d3: : evznun mo. to c . ST aoc trano 3



UBND TINH TRA VMINH CONG HOA X,A HOI CHU NGHIA VIET NAMI

S( KHOA HOC - CONG NGHE DOc lap - TtX do - Hanh phuc
vA IVIOI TRIdNG ----------------

So: 15/XN-TCIVT TRA VT-NH, ncay 6 than, 5 nam 2003

PHIEU XAsC NHAN
BAN DANG KY DAT TIEU CHUAN MOI TRIJONG

Du an Nang lhfng n6ng thBn khu vufc mien Nam, tinh Tra vinh

GIAM DO0C Sd KHOA HOC CONG NGHE VA MMOL TRIJGNG

XAC NHAN
Dieu 1 C6ng ty Dien lu'c 2 - Tong Cong ty Dien hlrc Viet Nam dd trinh noi dung Bdn

dang ky dat tieu chuan m6i tru'fdn cho Du' dn iNLNT KVMN tinh Tri viln

Dieu 2: C6ng ty Dien LLrc 2 - Tong Cong ty Dien luc Viet Nam c6 trach nhiem thutc
hien dung nhung n6i dung da dudc neu trong Ban ddng ky dat tieu chuan m6i trudng.

Dieu 3: Ban ddng ky dat tieu chuan m6i tru'dng cho Diu dn NLNT KV;.\/N C5ng yv
Di,n lu'c 2 - To'ng Cong ty Dien lu'c Viet Nam Id cO s8 phap ly de cdc cc quan quin ly Nha ¶[C|
niidc ve bao ve moi trndno va kiem tra viec thLfc hien biao ve moi trucdng cda Dui in.

Dieu 4: Trone qua trinh trien khai Du' dn, CUng ty Di,n Iluc 2 - T6ng C6ng tv Dien luc
Vie, Nam phai thLrc hien day du cdc bien phap kh6ng che"6 nhiem, bao ve m6i Lrinfdr va dam
bao xur ly' cdc cha[t thai dat cac tieu chuan moi tr.rdng Viet Nam.

P. GIAM EDOC
MVti nhali: Sd KHOA HOC - CONG LNGHE
- Cy DEn tLrc 2 (2 ban). VA MOI TRUfdNG
- UBND tinh Tra v;nh,
- DiCn lLrc tinh lrci v,nh 
- Lnu. Sd' iUc Wf/cNT. sa K CJ

In n ito Tn 2NG I 

Miy S - O 8TS\Ou an W V3 tl\V3 xin dang hy dcl lieu cnuan moi tuong -TV doc Trang 2



NQI DUNG BAN DONG KY DAT TIEU CHUAN MIOI TRIU'NG

1. Ten dup an:

COng trinh ca'p dien cac xa: LNhi Tnldng huyen Cau Ngang, Dai Phuodc huyen Cang
Long, Ninh Thdi huyen Cau Ke, Dan Thanh va DOng Hii huyen Duyen Hdi, Nguyet Hoa
huyvn Chau Thanh tinh Tra Vinh thuoc Dtf an Nang Iudng nong thon Viet nam -

Khu vifc mien Nam (ddt 2 - giai doan 1)

2. Dia chi lien he: Ban quan 1y diu dn nang lItWncg ndng thon, sa 07 Cao Ba Quit, Quan
1, Thanh phOHo Chi Minh

3. So6dien thoai: 08.8244036 So6Fax: 08.8227176

1. MN1O ti dia diem dif kie'n trien khai cac hoat dong cua du' an:

1. Vi tri: E3ia ban cac xa: iNhi Trudng huyen Cau Ngang, Dai PhLrdc huyen Cang Long,
Ninh Thdi huyen Cau Ke, Dan Thanh va DOng Hai huyen Duyen HRi, Nguyet H6a huyen
Chau Thanh thu6c tinh Tra Vinh. Cdc tuyen du'dng day crung ha the cua d'r an di doc theo
cac drdng 16 giao thdnc tren dia ban cac xa tren

2. Dien tich mat b'ang tram bien dp : kh6ng co (do ditdc treo tren cac tru dien trung the) -u

3. Dien tich tuyen duttng day khoing : 609.100 m^ sa

4. So can nha tuyen dudng day cat qua: 51 NrH9

5. Hien trang su dung dat : Ru6ng vudn va da't danh cho cdc cong trinh tien ich cong cong TRff01
doc theo di1dng giao thong

6. Nguon cung ca'p nixdc, diem lay nu'dc, nhu cau n'rdc/ ngay dem: khong can

7. He tho"n g giao thong cung ca'p nguyen lieu va van chuy,n sin pham : khong can

8. Ndi tiep nhan ntrdc thai tu' cac hoat dong cua du' an : khong c6 nurdc thai

9. Noi lu'u gi'C va xf 1 chaft thai ran: khong c6 chat thai ran

II. T6m tat cong nghe sin xuat:

1. Tong vo'n dau tu: 27.326.700.000 d6ng

2. Danh muc ng,uven 1ieu, nhien lieu, phu kien (tinh chat, nhu cau hiing nam, ndi cung cap)
khong sCr dung nguyen nhien lieu

3. Cong sua't: chieu dai dudng day trung the'cdi tao : 4,8kmn; chieu dii dudng day trung the'
xay durng mdi : 90,4km; to6ng so' tram bie'n ap phan pho'i 107 tram vdi tong dung luong lap .

dat: 3140 KVA; chieu dai durng day ha the- hon hdp xay durng mdi: 82,2krn; chieu daii

dLrdnng day ha the'doc lap xay dung mdi: 91,95km

4. So do day chuyenPsan xuat : khong san xuat theo day chuyen, may bien ap du'dc giaii/
nhiet bang khong khi, 1uLcng nhiet thui Ichong ddng ke"

5. Dac tinh kg thuat thie't bi

6. Ch'at tlhng san pham : cong tac bien doi, cung cap dien naing nen san pham la dien nang
khong the' nhin th:'ay, s$, nghe du'c
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7. Phurong thu'c bdo quan va van chuyen sin pham kh6ng c6

III. C;ic nau6n nav o nhiem:

I Khi chi ;khong co

2 Niudc chai . kh6ng c6

3. Cha" thai ran: khcng c6

4 Sit cbi do hoat d6ng cua dut dn . (chdy no. r6 ri hoa chak. tran dau mdy bien the .)

* Sit co"ch;i no

+ .Nguven nhan niy sinh . trong qud trinh hoat d1ng, c* the gay chdy no do mdy bien the
bi qud nhidc hoac do sut cd ve dhen.

Quv m6 inh hu'6ng. trong pham vi bdn kinh 2.5m quanh vi tri tru co gan mav bern ehe

* SUt L (*() 1rf dciLl 17Ci! bien rhe

N-uyen nhin nay sinh: ron- qud irinh hoac dong. c6 the gay ro ri va chziy dau may
bien the ra n2oai

+ Quv m6 anh huang: trong pham vi ban kinh Im quanh vi tri tru c6 gan mdy bi n the

IV. Cac bien phip aiam thieu 6 nhiem:

1. Phirong dn ph6ng chong va ung cJuu su c6'.

2. Thiec bi cac binh chua ch5y va cdc dung cu chua chdy khdc, bd tri Eheo yeu cau cua don 'A
viquin 1y ve PCCC.

3. Quy trinh : dp dung quy crinh chu'a chav chuven nginh. DEoi vdi sit cd r6 ri dau m,y b,en
the . mds b6en he' bi r6 ni dau se ditdc don vi quin 1 van hanh thu h6i. Do lLrong dau
trong moi mdy bien Ehe it nen kh6ng bd tri phitong Lien thu ho'l dau may bien the r6 ri ra
ben ngoai cho tUCne tram bien the

4 Hoa chat sCt dung kh6ng c6

5. Hidu qua: hieu qua t6o

6 Dit kien kinh phi mua thi6t bi, tap diLit dinh ky nam trong chi phi quan Iv van hanh Iludi
dien

V. ChuLdnz trinh giam sat moi trudn2:

I Kec hop vdi cong tic quan Iy van hanh

2. Kinh phi dtfoc bao go,m trong chi phi quan Iy van hanh

VI. Cam kek dim bao dat tieu chua'n m6i trutdne:

I Tieu chuan Viet Nam dp dung

2. Cam ke& chiu trdch nhiem trudc phdp luba Viet Nam ne'u vi pham cdc cong itdc quoc ce,
cac tueu chuaJn Viet Nani va de xay ra sU' CO" cray 6 nhiem m6i cru1dng
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UBND TiNEI LAM DONG CONG HOAXA X I<O CHI NGHiA V-ET NAM
SO KHCN&MT DUc lit - Ttr do - Hanh vhuc

So': Lt Y /KHCN&MT Da Lat, ngay 2Z thang 6 nam 2003

PHIEU XAC NHAN
BAN DANG KY DAT TIEU CHUNN MOI TRU)NG

CUng trinh dien khi hoa n6ng thon cuia Cong ty Di3n lrc II tai
Xii Da K'Nang - Huye.n Lam Ha

GIAM DOC
SO KHOA HOC CONG NGHE vA MOl TRIYONG TINH LAM DONG

XAC NHAN

1/ Dai dien chui du an Nang lrarng n6ng th6n Viet Nam (Cong ty Di&n
L,uc H) da c6 ho sca xin dang ky dat tieu chuan moi truang ngay 06/05/2003
doi v&i c6ng tninh dien khi hod n6ng th6n tai xa Da K'Nang - huyen Lan Ha
tinh Lam Dong.

2/ Ban dang ky dat tieu chuan m6i trung ciua du an Id car s& de cac-'ca
quan quan Iy m6i truxang dia phuoang kiem tra viec thuc hien Ludt Bao ve m6i
tnrung cia du an.

3/ Phieu xac nhlan nay c6 gia tri den th6ii diem hoan thanli viec xay
dtmng c6ng trinhi tai xa Da K'Nang - L5.m Ha.

Chu du an c6 trach nhiem thtrc hien cac yeu cau kem theo phieu xac
nhnn nay. jo,

Noi nhtan GIAM DOC
- UBND tinh Lrn Dong (thay b/c)
- UBND huyen Lan Hai
- UBND xa Da K'Nang.
- D)in luc Urn Dong
- Cong ty Dien luc II
- Luu Vp, MTg ,J



UTBND TINH LAM f4NG CQNG H6A XA HEI CHr NGHA VIT NAIM
SO KHCN&MT Oac air - Tir do - Hanh Dh6c

So: 24 /KHCN&MT D3 Lat, ngAy r thang (' nam 2003

PHIJtU XAC NH4N
BAN DAING KY DAT TIEU CHUAN MOI TRI(NG

Cong trinh dien khi boa no'ng thon cfia C8ng ty Dien lhrc II tai
Xa Tan Lac - Huy6n BRo Lam

GIAM DOC
SO KHOA HQC CONG NGHE VA MOI TRIYONG TINH LAM DONG

XAC NHAN

1/ Dai dien chfu du an Nang lrang n6ng th6n Viet Nam (Cong ty Dien
Luc U) da co ho sa xin dang ky' dat tieu chuan m6i tur&ng ngay 06/05/2003

d6i vai cong trinh dien khi hoa nong thon tai xa Tan Lac - huyen Bao Lam

tinh Lam Dong.

2/ Ban dangki 'dat' fieu&'chuan rn6i truang cuia dir an Id ca s& de cac ca

quan quan Iy moi trrng dia phixcng kiem tra viec thuc hien Luat Bao ve m6i

trtx&ng cua du an.

3/ Phieu xac nhan nay c6 gia tri den th&i diem hoAn thanh vic xay

dxrng cong tinh tai xa Tan Lac - Bao Lam.

Chui d,u an co trach nhi8m thtrc hien cac yeu cau kem theo phieu xac

nhan nay. k?,-

Nod nhan M DOC
- UBNI) tinh Lam DOng (thay b/c) ,
- UBND huyen Bao Lim
- UBND xa Tan Lac
- Bien lrc Larn Dong s
- Cong ty Dien lrc II
- Ltru Vp, MTg
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UBND TiNH LAM D6NG CQNG H6A XA HQI C NGRiA VIt NAM
SO KHCN&MT DUc lit - Ttr do - Hanh Dh6c

So: W24 /KHCN&MT DI Lat, ngay Z& thang C nam 2003

PHIEU XAC NUHkN
BAN DANG KY DAT TIEU CHUAN MOI TRUdNG

C8ng trinh die.n khi hoa n8ng th8n cuia C8ng ty Die,n luc II tai
Xii B' La - huye.n Bao Lam

GIAM DOC
S6 KHOA HQC CONG NGHE VA MIOI TRLYdNG TINH LAM DONG

XAC NHAN

1/ Dai dien chu dir an Nang 1runng n6ng th6n Viet Nam (C6ng ty Dien
Liuc II) da c6 ho sca xin dang ky' dat tieu chuan m6i tnrang ngay 06/05/2003
d6i vai c6ng tninh dien khi hod nong thon tai xaO Da B'La - huyen Bao 1am
tinh Lam fDong.

2t Bdn- dang ky dat tieu chuan m6i tmang cua 'duan Id ca sa de cac ca
quan quan Iy m6i tnrang dja phLxcrng kiem tra viec thuc hie,n Ludt Bao ve m6i
trursng cia dixr n.

3/ Phieu xac nha.n nay c6 gia tri den thai diem hoan thanh viec xay
dtng cong trinh tai xa B'La - huyen Bao Lam.

Chu dtr an c6 trach nhiem thurc hien cac yeu cau kem theo phieu xac
nhan nay. 'u§ay

Noi nhan o1 DOC
- UBND tinh Lim Dong (thay b/c)
- UBND huven Bao Lmn-
- UBND xa B'Li
- Dinn hrc Lam DOong
- Cong ty Dien I;rc II
- Lru Vp, MTg
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Appendix 5: List of Report Preparers

I. Nguyen Duc Trung Project Team Leader, PC2
2. Mai Thanh Tuan Electric Engineer, PC2
3. Ho Ngoc Thanh Electric Engineer, PC2
4. Bui Dinh Phu Electric Engineer, PC2
5. Lu Ngoc Vinh Electric Engineer, PC2
6. Ngo Thanh Tam Environmental Engineer, VESDEC

Additional Assistance Provided By:

Le Trinh (Ass. Prof, WB 's Domestic Consultant) - VESDEC
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